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ABSTRACT

The report includes a study of propagation methods for
possible use in the submillimeter wavelength region (1.0 to 0. 1
mm) of the electromagnetic spectrum. The more promising
among these (trough waveguide, oversized waveguide and Fresnel
region propagation using Fresnel zone plates) are given a more
comprehensive analytical treatment. Recommendations are
given for some designs which would appear to have the highest
probability for success.

A measurement system consisting of a harmonic generator
signal source and a harmonic-mixing superheterodyne receiver
was built which was used for data taking at 210, 280, 350, and
420 Gc. The fundamental signals for harmonic generation and
mixing were obtained from 70 Gc klystrons. An AFC system
was developed to hold the frequency of one klystron stable with
respect to the frequency of the second. The theory and instru-
mentation of the system is presented with some data taken on
standard and oversized rectangular waveguides.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this contract was the study and investigation

of techniques applicable in effecting the efficient transfer of en-

ergy in the submillimeter wavelength region (1. 0 to 0. 1 mm) of

the electromagnetic spectrum.

The investigation covered a wide range of possible trans-

mission systems. The significant ones among these, i. e., standard

and oversized enclosed waveguides, surface wave transmission

lines (such as dielectric waveguides, single conductor lines,

H-guides and trough guides) and quasi-optical Fresnel region

transmission systems are described in the report. Among

these, the more promising for submillimeter wave transmission

were found to be the trough waveguide, Fresnel region optical

transmission, and oversized waveguide. These are given a

more comprehensive theoretical treatment, Some recommen-

dations for component design are given which, based on the

theoretical investigations, would appear to have the highest prob-

ability for success.

In the experimental phase of the investigation it was agreed

that measurements would be made where possible and desirable

to check experimental and theoretical agreement. In spite of

numerous difficulties encountered, a measurement system was

completed which was used for obtaining data at 210, 280, 350,

and 420 Gc. A description of the theory and instrumentation of

the system as well as the data obtained is also presented.



2. DISCUSSION OF AVAILABLE TRANSMISSION SYS TEMS

2. 1 Enclosed Waveguides

2. 1. 1 Standard Rectangular and Circular Guides.

At frequencies above 300 Gc, dominant mode

hollow metal waveguide is impracticable for most applications

because of high attenuation, very small size, and low power

handling ability. The theoretical attenuation factors for several

standard waveguides have been calculated and are plotted in

7
Figure 1I (A conductivity for silver of 6. 17 x 10 nhos per

meter was used in the calculations.) Measured attenuations are

generally considerably larger than those shown because of further

losses due to surface roughness, losses at the junctions, etc.

This was verified in this investigation by measurements on

RG-139/U waveguide. The results are given in Section 6. One

would obviously want to use only very short lengths of these

guide s.

Rectangular Waveguide Data

Size (ID) TE 10Cutoff

Designation inches Frequency (Gc)

RG 135/U 0 051x 0.0255 116

RG 137/U .043x .0215 138

RG 139/U .034x .017 173

E - Guide .033 x .0165 184

Circular waveguide propagating the low-loss

circular electric mode (TE 01) is not now practical for frequencies

above 300 Gc. In this waveguide, several (or many) other modes

may propagate. These are ordinarily eliminated by the use of

mode suppressors inside the guide. This structure requirez

dimensional tolerances on the order of 0. 001 inch at 50 Gc, and

tolerances on the order of 10- 4nch would be required above

2
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300 Gc. Even if construction of such a guide were possible, it

would be prohibitively expensive at the present time for most

applications. As far as is known at this time, the highest

frequency where this configuration is being used is the three

millimeter region.

2.1.2 Oversized Waveguide

A way of reducing attenuation and increasing

power handling capabilities in waveguide is to use oversized

guides. This immediately raises the issue of multi-mode prop-

agation and its associated disadvantages. These are the

possibility of signal distortion and the question of whether com-

ponents could be designed to operate on all modes efficiently.

There exist situations, however, where these

disadvantages can be overcome, and oversized guide could have

useful application in the submillimeter region. A theoretical

discussion will be presented in Section 5, and some related

measurements in Section 6.

2.2 Surface Wave Transmission Lines

2. 2. 1 Dielectric Waveguides, Dielectric Image
Lines and Fiber Optics

At frequencies below 150 Gc, dielectric image

lines have been found to exhibit lower attenuation than dominant

mode hollow rectangular waveguide(l ' 2 , 3). The dielectric

image line consists of a thin strip of low-loss dielectric (such as

polystyrene or Teflon) cemented along the centerline on one side

of a flat metal (image) plane. To maintain low attenuation as

one goes above 150 Gc, the dielectric cross section must be

-- -- -- --- ---- - -- --- ---- --- -- -- -- ---- -- ---- - --- -- --- --- --- -

A. J. Simmons, "TE 0 1 Mode Components in the 3mm Region"

Paper to be presented at the Millimeter and Submillimeter
Conference, Orlando, Florida; January 7 - 10, 1963.
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reduced to a very small size (transverse dimensions on the

order of a half wavelength or less) and it becomes impractical

to fasten the dielectric to the image plane in a straight line.

Pure dielectric waveguides have also been

used for low-loss transmission at millimeter wavelengths, but

they have the disadvantage that there is no convenient way to

support them. Single strands of thin plastic do, of course,

exhibit considerable sag when stretched out horizontally with no

support.

In the infrared and optical regions (for wave-

lengths shorter than 20 microns) the use of fiber optics techniques

has recently been very successful. Fine glass strands (of the

order of a micron in diameter) a few inches or feet in length are

coated with a "spacer" material (cladding) and are laid close

together in a bundle. Each strand forms a tiny light pipe and an

image formed at one end of the bundle is transmitted to the other

end. The "spacer" material, of lower dielectric constant than

the glass core, is placed around each strand to reduce coupling

and crosstalk between the fibers.

Adaptation of this technique to the submilli-

meter wavelength region would be desirable, but it appears,

unfortunately, that the available materials are much more lossy

at such frequencies than atthe higher infrared and optical fre-

quencies. As a consequence, the attenuation per unit length is

undesirably high; In the optical region a fiber optics pipe typically

has an attenuation on the order of 3 db per meter, whereas in

the submillimeter range, the loss would be about an order of

magnitude higher. The use of fiber optics lines of significant

lengths therefore waits on the availability of a material which

will provide low dielectric losses

5



2.2. 2 Coated or Uncoated Single Conductor
Transmission Lines

The properties of surface waves guided by an

uncoated cylinder of finite conductivity (Sommerfeld wave) or by

a perfectly conducting cylinder with a dielectric coating (Goubau

wave) have recently been analyzed theoretically for frequencies
3

in the millimeter and submillimeter wavelength regions. (Pro-

pagation characteristics were also measured at frequencies of

105 and 140 Gc.) For wire sizes which provide low loss above

about 100 Gc, the approximations used earlier by Goubau are

not sufficiently accurate to provide useful results. More accurate

solutions were obtained for wires of circular cross section by

the use of fewer or different approximations.

Calculated values of attenuation are shown in

Figure 2 for frequencies as high as 1000 Gc. It may be seen

that attenuations of the order of a few tenths of a decibel per

meter may be obtained for convenient wire (or rod) sizes. This

figure is orders of magnitude lower than that for rectangular

waveguide. Calculations of the radius of the transverse area

around the wire through which 90% of the power flows shows that

the field extent is moderate (see Figure 3). The power handling

ability (Figure 4) is very large, on the order of hundreds or

thousands of kilowatts peak power (calculated using a breakdown

strength for air of 15 kilovolts per centimeter). It appears,

therefore, that this might be a useful waveguide for the submilli-

meter wavelength region. The major technical problems arise

in providing efficient launching of the wave onto the line and in

supporting the line. A theoretical analysis has recently been
4

performed for the first of these problems Except in the im-

mediate vicinity of the launcher only a single mode is propagated

since other modes are highly damped. The structure is not

6
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physically or electrically shielded, but it has been demonstrated

that shielding of surface-wave lines may be accomplished by

enclosing the line in a shield of lossy material large enough in

transverse dimensions to be out of the region of significant field

extent.

2.2.3 H-Guide or Trough Guide

Among surface wave structures, one of the

more promising is the modified H-guide, or trough guide. This

offers the advantages of low-loss transmission possibilities with

a structure which is rigid, so support is not a problem. It can

also be shielded physically and electrically. Description and

analysis of this structure is given in detail in Section 3.

2. 3 Optical and Quasi-Optical Waveguides

2. 3. 1 Refractive or Reflective Methods Using
Repeated Image Formation.

Some examples of these transmission methods

are shown in Figure 5, which is similar to a figure given in a
5

paper by Damon and Chang In these cases, a collinear array

of lenses or of spheroids with common foci is used for the trans-

fer of energy. In the lens example, a point source is placed at

a distance 2f (where f is the focal length) behind a lens which

forms an image of the source. The image serves as a source

for a second lens and is reimaged. Successive images are thus

formed at distance intervals of 4f. Unfortunately, this approach

suffers from image deformation effects, which rapidly deterior-

ate the quality of the image of the point source. Since the imaging

process is repeated several or many times in a line of moderate

length, the energy becomes spread out over a relatively large

volume around the last focus, and cannot be efficiently recovered.

The line also has other diffraction, scattering and transmission

losses at or in the material of the lenses.

10
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Somewhat similar comments appear to be

applicable to the spheroidal line. Here the source is located at

the first focus and the reflectors (elliptical longitudinal cross

section) then concentrate most of this at the second focus, which

in turn acts as the first focus of the second spheroid, etc. Image

deformation occurs partly because some rays (those having a

small angle with the axis of the line) can pass from the first

spheroid to the second without passing through a focal point.

This is possible because portions of the spheroids have been

cut away near the foci. Image deterioration also occurs if the

reflector surfaces are not perfect. The spheroids are presumed

to have dimensions considerably greater than a wavelength (to

reduce wall losses). The mechanical problems of constructing

sizeable spheroids to high accuracy and of connecting a large

number of them together with common foci appears to be quite

serious. Our conclusion is therefore that long lengths of this

line, in the form described here, will not have general useful-

ness for submillimeter wavelength applications.

2.3.2 Beam Waveguide

Goubau and his associates have recently des-

cribed an optical type of transmission line called the beam

waveguide. (6,7) In this method, a transmitted beam of energy

is kept well collimated by the use of weakly-correcting lenses,

referred to as phase transformers, which typically are placed

at intervals of several feet or tens of feet along the beam axis.

Quoting from Christian and Goubau, "The beam waveguide utilizes

reiterative wave beams which are guided by resetting the cross-

sectional phase distributions at periodic intervals." Calculations

indicate that this approach is capable of providing low loss

transmission in the submillimeter wavelength region.

12



The iteration loss of a beam waveguide of the

type described by Christian and Goubau consists of diffraction

loss and the reflection and absorption losses of the lens or phase

transformer. The diffraction loss can be obtained from Figure
k 22 of their article as a function of -R where D and R are the
D

spacing and radius respectively, of the phase transformers,

and k = 2n'/k. Christian and Goubau give approximate expressions

for the reflection loss and the absorption loss for e 2 1. 2, where

F is the relative dielectric constant. The reflection loss is

(1) LR = -2 [0 loglo (1 - r)] db

where 4 2
2 1- 1+a2 +a ] -a

,i 1 [4,r,-E-1] 1 l-++(2)) + - (_1) 2  (kD)2  1- -a 2

and

(3) a R,

while the absorption loss is

(4) LA - -10 [log 1 0 (1 - Ti)] db

where

E (az - 1)

(5) u r r

and E is the dissipation factor. The value of e = .001 wasr r

selected for computation.

If k and D are chosen such that kD >> 1, the

second term in equation (2) can be neglected, and r can be written

(6) ifkD>1

13



Thus, if the frequency increases as D remains constant the

reflection loss becomes a function of the dielectric constant

alone.

Assuming kD >> 1, values of a and E may be

chosen so as to fix the total loss (diffraction loss plus reflection

loss plus absorption loss) per section of length. Since a = =lossD

constant, it is seen that if, at a given frequency, the lens radius

is halved, the distance between the lenses must be quartered for

the loss to remain the same.

On the other hand, keeping R and D the same
2 k 2

and increasing the frequency increases a = -BR , which de-

creases the diffraction loss (as can be seen from their Figure 2).
2.

However, as a increases, '1 increases and as it becomes closer

to unity, the absorption loss increases. For increasing frequency,

the total loss may drop rapidly at first. It will then begin to in-

crease due to the increase in absorption loss. Calculations for

e = 1.4 and 2.56, for R 2/D = 0.9 x 10 - 3 and frequencies between

100 and 500 Gc showed a sudden drop in total loss at first, and

then a very slow increase as frequency went up.

Calculations also showed that at the higher

relative dielectric constant, ( = 2. 56, the reflection loss by

far dominates the other losses providing a is chosen properly to

keep the diffraction loss low. Therefore, it would be desirable

to use a nonreflective coating on the lens or to choose a large

lens size so as to increase the distance between transformers

and decrease the total loss along the line.

Some typical examples have been calculated

which illustrate the lens spacings and attenuations for lenses of

specific diameters and dielectric constants at frequencies in the

range of 100 to 500 Gc. These are given in the tables below.

14



Table I

Beam Waveguide Losses

2

IR /D Frequency Total loss per

(Gc) Transformer
(db)

1.4 .9 x 10 3  :100 2.08
150 0.71
200 .28
250 .18
300 .18
350 .20
400 .22

450 .24
500 .27

2.56 .9 x 10- 3  100 2.48
150 1.09
200 0.64
250 .53
300 .52
350 .52
400 .52
450 .53
500 .54

Table II

Typical Sizes (R) and Spacings (D) for Phase Transformers

S2

R /D R(cm) D (meters)

.9x 10- 7 5.4

5 2.8

4 1.8

15



2. 3. 3 Propagation in the Fresnel Region

Relatively low loss transmission can be

accomplished by using antennas which have apertures so large

that their Fresnel regions are of considerable length. Such

transmission can occur over an appreciable fraction of the

Rayleigh distance (D 2/A, where D = diameter and X = wavelength)

of the aperture. This is certainly a possibility for use at the

wavelengths of light where optical communication methods are

under study. For such a system, workers at Bell Telephone

Laboratories are considering using a tightly collimated light

beam within a pipe. The pipe would be a few inches in diameter

and painted dull black on the inside. Repeater amplifiers would

be spaced several thousand feet apart along the line. The dia-

meter of the waveguide would be about 105 wavelengths. For a

lens or antenna 2 1/2 inches in diameter, the Rayleigh distance

is about 20, 000 feet. Propagation between such lenses ( at re-

peaters) spaced apart by a few thousand feet would be in the

Fresnel region. This system is very simple, and the principle

difficulty would be in maintaining the straightness of the pipe

under various environmental conditions.

Although the shielding method mentioned

above is still expected to be useful in the 300 to 3000 Gc region,

the remainder of the waveguide system does not scale well to

this frequency range if a waveguide for long-distance transmission

is desired. If a waveguide having inside dimensions of at least

a foot is used, this corresponds to a diameter between 300 and

3000 wavelengths. If ten-inch diameter lenses are used, the

corresponding Rayleigh distances are ZOO to 2000 feet, respec-

tively, and low-loss propagation would occur over about a quarter

of these distances, that is, over path lengths from 50 feet (300 Gc)

to 500 feet (3000 Gc). Although these distances cannot compare

16



with those obtainable at optical wavelengths, they are still quite

respectable and useful. The technique has already been utilized

at millimeter wavelengths and transmission with low attenuation

has been demonstrated at frequencies as high as 210 Gc.

The large lenses required, however, pre-

sent a disadvantage in that they are large in diameter and

thickness (for reasonable focal lengths), which in turn results in

machining problems and undesirable insertion loss and bulkiness.

Here phase correcting Fresnel zone plates can be advantageously

used in place of the lenses. These immediately present a much

simpler machining task as well as a considerable reduction of

weight. These devices and possible components compatible with

such a transmission system are discussed in Section 4.

17



3. TROUGH GUIDE

3. 1 Transmission Properties of the H-Guide and
Trough Guide

A surface wave structure which has potential

application as a transmission line at the lower end of the sub-

millimeter wavelength spectrum is the H-guide. The H-guide

consists of two parallel conducting planes with a dielectric slab

of rectangular cross-section between the two planes and con-

tacting each of them. A disadvantage of using the H-guide at

these short wavelengths is that extremely thin dielectric slabs

must be used if sufficiently low losses are to be achieved. The

dielectric slab is then mechanically too weak to be self supporting.

A modification of the line, which eliminates this

structural defect, is the configuration referred to as the dielectric-

loaded trough waveguide. A partial view of the H-guide, showing

the field configuration of the low loss PM 1 mode is shown in

Figure 6(a). The magnitude of the field components is shown in

Figure 6(b). It is apparent from Figures 6(a) and 6(b), that in-

sertion of a conducting plane at x = 0 will not disturb the field

configuration of the PM 1 mode. This modified line, which

looks like half of the H-guide, has conducting planes on three

sides of the dielectric and thus provides the necessary mechan-

ical support for the very thin dielectric slab. See Figure 7. A

further advantage of the trough guide is that the additional con-

ducting plane causes the desired PM I mode to be the dominant

mode. In the case of an oversize trough waveguide (larger

spacing between the parallel conducting walls than is needed for

dominant mode propagation), the extra conducting wall of the

trough waveguide suppresses many of the higher order modes

which would have propagated on the full H-guide.

18
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A previous analysis and corroborating measurements

of the H-guide and trough guide have yielded the properties of

these structures, It has been shown that there are two classes

of surface wave modes (PE and PM ) which can propagate

on these structures, The designation PE, which stands for

parallel electric, refers to the fact that the electric field lines

of these modes lie entirely in planes parallel to the dielectric-

air interface (E = 0), Similarly, the designation PM, whichx

stands for parallel magnetic, refers to the fact that the magnetic

field lines of these modes lie entirely in planes parallel to the

dielectric-air interface (H = 0), as shown in Figure 6(a). Thex

index m gives the rank of the mode and is indicative of the man-

ner in which the fields in the dielectric strip vary as a function

of x. The index n is the order of the mode and equals the number

of half cycles of sinusoidal variation of the fields in the y-direction.

In order to assure single mode (PM1 1 ) operation,

the dielectric strip thickness (a) and parallel wall spacing (b)

must satisfy certain conditions

2a C 1(1) 2a 1

(2) b < b <2b,
c C

where b is the critical wall spacing shown in Figure 8. It
c

should be noted in Figure 8, that for a loosely bound wave

(small 2a/k ), b is approximately equal to X /2.
0 c 0

For very thin dielectric strips, the complex equations

for the attenuation due to losses in the parallel walls (a ), in
w

the dielectric (a d), and in the bottom conducting wall (a b) can be

accurately represented by the following approximate relation-

ship.
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1825 (Xo/2b)
2

(3) a b 
0

W 0 NT 41 X (/2b)

21T3  (E - 1)(2a/ . )2

(4) aX 0 tan 6
d41 - (Xo/2b)2

3/2 , 1'.8 ((r-1) (2 /ko)
(5) ab() 1

-aI (/2b)
w - (k__

where X = the free space wavelength
0

e = the dielectric constant of the dielectric strip
r

tan 6 = the dielectric loss tangent of the dielectric strip

T = the conductivity of the metal walls.
w

In the above equations, the attenuation is given in nepers per

meter if a, b, and X are given in meters and a- is given in

mhos per meter.

Some examples of the calculated losses of the trough

guide PM 1 1 mode are shown in Figures 9 through 14. These

curves show the component attenuations (a , ad , and a ) andw b

the total attenuation (a T) as functions of frequency for a number

of values of the geometric parameters (a and b). In all of these

curves, the values of the normalized dielectric strip thickness

(a/k ) are sufficiently small so that the error introduced through
0

the use of the approximate attenuation formulas of equations (3),

(4), and (5) is negligible.

A number of general conclusions can be reached by

comparing the various curves. In Figures 9, 10, and 11, the

assumed parallel wall spacing (b) is 1. 0 millimeter and hence,

the cutoff frequency is 150 Gc. These figures show that at the

low frequency end of the band of interest, the attenuation due

23
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to parallel wall losses is the dominant term, a is independentw
of a for small values of (a/k ). At higher frequencies, the at-
tenuation contributions due to bottom wall losses and dielectric

losses are dominant and excessive unless very thin dielectric

films are used. When very thin films are used, the higher fre-

quency attenuation is almost entirely due to bottom wall losses.

It is thus apparent that for sufficiently thin films, the loss tangent

of the dielectric strip is not as important a parameter as it is

for thicker films. In Figures 12, 13, and 14, the assumed

parallel wall spacing (b) is 5. 0 millimeters and hence the cutoff

frequency is 30 Gc. Comparison of Figures 9, 10, and 11 with

Figures 12, 13, and 14 shows that extremely low values of

attenuation are achievable at the low end of the frequency band

of interest if large values of parallel wall spacing can be toler-

ated. For such large values of b, even thinner dielectric strips

can be advantageously used and hence, the importance of the

dielectric loss tangent would be even further lessened.

As shown in Figure 8, it is possible for higher order

(n > 1) PMln modes to propagate on the trough guide if the wall

spacing is greater than 2b m X . For example, at a frequency
c 0

of 500 Gc, the trough guide of Figures 9, 10, and 11 can support
two higher order modes (PM and PMI3) in addition to the

dominant PM mode. The structure of Figures 12, 13, and 14

can support fifteen higher order PM ln modes (n = 2 to 16). All

of the even order modes (PM 1, PM 14, etc.) can be suppressed

by cutting a longitudinal slot along the center of the bottom con-

ducting wall (x = 0, y = b/2). The field configuration of the dom-

inant mode and other odd order modes is such that wall currents

associated with them are undisturbed by the slot, but wall currents

of the even order modes are interrupted by it. The number of

remaining higher order modes is considerably less than that
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which can exist on equivalently oversize rectangular or circular

waveguide. The remaining higher order modes would be atten-

uated more rapidly than the dominant mode. The greater

attenuation of the undesired higher order modes reduces the

probability of interference effects resulting from mode coupling

at detectors or other obstacles along the trough guide. Similarly

information distortion resulting from the different propagation

velocities of the allowable modes is reduced. Nevertheless,

launching of higher order modes should be avoided or minimized

since any energy contained in these modes represents a loss of

available energy from the source. A method of launching and

collecting the PM mode, which discriminates against these

higher order modes will be described in the next section.

The values of dielectric strip thickness (a) assumed

in the computations of Figures 9 through 14 are less than can be

obtained with tapes or conventional machining techniques. The

required thin dielectric films will have to be applied by vapor

deposition or equivalent techniques. As shown in Figure 7, the

contemplated method of constructing the trough waveguide lends

itself to deposition techniques. Controlled thickness films can

be applied to the uppermost surface of the tee shaped bar which

forms the bottom of the trough. After application of the film,

two side walls can be attached.

Although trough guides, like those described above,

were not constructed, the feasibility of doing so was investigated.

Letters were sent to twenty-five companies to determine if they

could apply specified dielectric films to conductors which we

would supply. Replies from six of these companies stated suf-

ficiently thin and uniform films of teflon can be applied to

conductors which we would supply. These teflon films can be
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applied in thicknesses from .001 microns ( 4 x 10 - inches).

The tolerances quoted on uniformity of film thickness for lengths

of many feet varied from *1% to :L10%.

The prior discussion on the properties of the trough

waveguide completely ignores the problem of launching and

collecting the desired PM surface wave mode. If one is con-', 11sidering very long transmission paths, the launching and collecting

losses may be insignificant compared to the transmission losses.

For path lengths of a few meters, the launching and collecting

losses may be comparable to or larger than the transmission

loss, thus negating much of the advantage of a low loss surface

wave system. In view of the above, the problem of launching

and collecting the trough guide PM I mode was investigated.

3.2 Excitation of the PM 1 1 Mode on the Partially

Dielectric Loaded Trough Waveguide

A difficulty common to all forms of surface wave

transmission is that of efficiently launching and collecting the

wave. High launching and collecting losses cancel part of the

advantage of using these low loss transmission lines. The ra-

diation fields associated with inefficient launching also interfere

with and hence reduce the accuracy of transmission measure-

ments. For applications in which a number of surface wave

lines are in proximity, the large radiation fields due to inefficient

launching may cause the cross -talk level to be substantially

different from that computed on the basis of the surface wave

properties only.

3.2.1 Boundary Value Problem

An analysis has been performed to deter-

mine the efficiency with which the PM1 1 mode of the trough line

can be launched (and hence collected since reciprocity holds for

surface wave launchers). Mathematically, the exciting source
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consists of a transverse magnetic-current line source which is

above and parallel to the dielectric-air interface. The magnitude

of this line source varies through a half sinusoidal period over

its length, i. e., it is a maximum at the center (y = b/2) and

zero at its end points (y = 0 and y = b). The required magnetic

line source having the desired sinusoidal spatial variation is not

just a mathematical concept, but can be realized physically

through the use of a slot in a conducting end plate of the trough

line. See Figure 7. This slot in turn is energized by a rectan-

gular waveguide on the opposite side of the thin end plate. If

the width of the rectangular waveguide and the length of the slot

are both equal to the spacing between the parallel walls of the

trough guide (b), the magnetic field in the slot will have both the

proper orientation and the required one half period of sinusoidal

variation.

In the previously discussed oversize trough

guide with a longitudinal slot centered in the bottom wall, the

remaining higher order PM n modes (n = 3, 5, etc,) would require

y-direction sinusoidal variations of n half periods. By main-

taining (b/Xo) of the rectangular waveguide and trough guide

between b and Zb (as determined from Figure 8), only thec c

PM mode can be launched and propagated. In order to obtain

the previously cited low attenuation capability of the oversize

trough guide, the spacing between the parallel walls can be in-

creased via a taper section which begins a few wavelengths away

from the launching slot.

The magnetic current line source K as

shown in an end view of the trough guide [ Figure 15(a)] and in

a side view [Figure 15(b)] is characterized by the following

equation
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(6) K = y 6(x-d) 6(z) sin : y e

where

6(x-d) and 6(z) are Dirac delta functions

and y is the unit vector in the y-direction.
-jAt

In the remainder of this analysis an e time dependence will

be assumed for all of the field components, The magnetic line

source is constrained to locations in the air space of the trough

guide (d > a), The trough guide geometry is such that the only

mode which can propagate is the PM1 1 mode, i. e, equations

(1) and (2) are satisfied.

The Maxwell curl equations, which include

the magnetic line souxce term, and have the assumed time de-

pendence are as follows:

(7) VxE = jc H - K

(8) xH =-jweT

The vector wave equation is thus

(9) 7 il + 2 W H = -jG y 6(x-d) 6 (z) sing y

Taking the y components of equation (9), the following nonhomo-

geneous scalar wave equation in H is obtained:
y

22 i

(10) V 2H + 20 1 H = -jwF) 6(x-d) 6(z) sin - yy y b

Due to the restrictions on b and the prescribed y-dependence of

the magnetic line source, the solutions of equation (10) will all

be of the following form
IT

(11) H (x,y,z) = H' (x,z) sin- y
y y

Substituting (11) into (10) yields the following
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+ + w (bH) H -jwE 6(x-d) 6 (z)
(12)[~ a.z2 b J y

It should be noted that the above equation is that of a two dimen-
2 2

sional problem in which 8 /8 y = 0; and wo RE is replaced by w lE -

2
(w/b) 2 . This problem can thus bl handled as though it were a

two dimensional problem in which the actual permittivity E is
2

replaced by E [ 1 - (X /2b) ]. Equation (12) will be solved by
0

the method of Fourier Transforms.

OD

(13) Let H' (x, z) = -"h(x, ) ej~z d

-OD

The inverse Fourier Transform is

001 '-j z

(14) h(x, H' (x, z) e dz

-co

Substitute (13) into (12), multiply both sides by 1 e dz and
2Wr

integrate from -oD to + co to obtain:

(15) d -
2 W 2 RE. (1) h(x,) = ji (x-d)

In region 1 (x< a), equation (15) becomes

(16) d 1  - - ) li el + (2) h I = 0

(17) ,h I = A1 cosh k 1 X,

2 2 2

(18) where k2 1 RE 1 + (ir/b)2

In region 2 (a_<x<d) and region 3 (x>d) except at x = d, z = 0;

equation (15) becomes
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2h2

(19) dh2  - [ + t) h2 0

k2x -k2x
(20) .h 2 =A 2 e + B 2 e

and -k~x

(21) h = B3 e

where 2

(22) k W kc + (-)
2 2 b

By expanding equation (8), remembering that in the equivalent

two dimensional problem a/ 8 y = 0 and c becomes c [1 - (X /2b) 2],
0

one obtains the following relationships:

(23) E x wF[1 -(X 0/2b) 2 I C')H'

(24) E 2/ b

w, [1 -(X /2b) 2 ] az 8 x /

cIH'
(25) E2 z , c [1 - (X /2b) ] 8x

The solutions to the wave equations in the

three regions [equations (17), (20), and (21)] must satisfy the

boundary conditions at x = a and x = d, At x=a, H' H for
yH y2

all z and all .

(26) ".h 1  (a,)) = h2 (a, )
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r
kza -kza

(27) .A cosh ka '= e + B e

Similarly at x a, E' = E' for all z and all
zl z2

Oh I(a, ah 2 (a,
( 2 8 ) 2 . 1I=

Sa 1-k a

(29) . Alk sinhkla=AEk e B2Ek e
121~ 1 222

Atx =d, H' =H' for all z and all
y2  y3

(30) . h 2 (d, ,) =h (d, )
2 3

kzd -k2d -k2d
(31) .A e + B e B e

The remaining boundary condition at x = d requires a different

treatment. Multiply both sides of equation (15) by dx and inte-

grate from d - Ax to d + Ax and let Ax approach zero, remembering

that h is continuous at x = d.

Oh (d, ) O h (d, ) Ce

(32) . 3 j
axx 27

kd -kzd -kd . E2

(33) .Ak e -Bk e +B k e =
2 2 2 2 3 2 = 21r

Equations (27), (29), (31) and (33) can be solved to determine

any of the four arbitrary constants (A ,A B and B ). Cramer's
1 Z 3

rule will be used to determine B . LetA be the determinant of

the left hand side of these equations. Solving for A yields:
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-k a

(34) A = -2k 2 e (eIk2 cosh kIa + c2k sinh kIa)

It is interesting to note at this point, that if there were no mag-

netic line source, the four boundary value equations would be

homogeneous. In that case the only non-trivial solution would

require A = 0. If A is set equal to zero, the following equation

is obtained.

E
(35) k- k tanh kla

2 1 11

Equation (35) is the conditional or secular equation for the PM

modes of the trough waveguide. See equation (43), page 27, of

reference 8. Continuing with Cramer's Rule to solve for B 3

and using equations (13) and (21), it is found that

(36) H' (x, z) =y3

20 1 k2 coshkIa coshk 2 (d-a) + c 2 k I sinh k1 a sinh k2(d-a) k(ax)+j z

2-- k [ k coshk a+ c k sinh k a]
00 2 1 2 1 2 1 1

3.2. 2 Singularities of the Integrand

The real integral (36) is evaluated by con-

sidering it to be a contour integral in the complex plane and

applying the Cauchy Residue Theorem. The integrand of (36) is

multiple valued at k = 0 and k = 0, but is an even function of1 2

k , and hence the only branch points occur at1

22(37) =~ WL =(Tv/b (k? =0)
b22

If W 2E 2 > (Tr/b) then the branch point b lies on the real axis.

Let the branch cuts (r) be along the line
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Fb
The integrand of (36) has poles at *p determined byP

(38) f k cosh k a+ E k sinh k a = 0,1 2 ip 2 ip ip

where k and k are respectively the values of the previouslyIp Zp

defined transverse wave numbers, k and k [see equations (18)
1 2

and (22)] at the poles. A path of integration in the complex

n-plane which assures convergence of the integral is shown in

Figure 16. Only the branch cut emanating from + will be con-
b

sidered since it represents radiation away from the magnetic

line source. Similarly, only the pole at + ; is included in the
P

contour of integration since it represents surface wave propa-

gation away from the source.

3.2.3 Evaluation of the Contour Integral

00

(39) Let H' 3 (x, z) = U(4) dy3(xz

-00

where

we
2

U(;) is - j -- times the integrand of (36)

In the limit as R approaches infinity, it can be shown that the

contributions due to the integrals along the circular arcs R

and R2 vanish.

(40) .. H'y3 (x, z) = 2Tj Residue U(;) - U(;) d

p r

3.2.4 Evaluation of the Branch Cut Integral

(Radiation Field)

Instead of integrating along r, the path of

integration is deformed from r to the path of steepest descent
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C through the saddle point of the integrand. The path C is in
5 5

the opposite direction to r.
OD

(41) . 5 U( )d =Zij ResidueU()l +5 U(;) d

-O p C

(42) Let ; b sinT, where T P= +j

The branch points at = * b are transformed to the points

= * r/2, ii = 0 in the T - plane. The branch cuts at Re() =±b

are transformed to the following curves in the T - plane.

(43) sin Lb cosh TV= * 1

The poles at p = are transformed as follows

-I p
+ = -j cosh - p

(44)

= T = - + j coshI
I p b

The path of integration along the real axis of c-plane is trans-

formed to the following three straight line segments on the

T-plane. See Figure 17.

<- 'b---" >=

)b ' , n > 0
' IT

(45) < b-- y , = 0
lb*L . 2~'

b ' i-

Substitute equations (37) and (42) into equations (18) and (22).
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(46) kl = *j b C o s ? 2 T + ( 1 " 2 )

2 j b(47) k2 =- j bCOS T

Substitute (46) and (47) into the transformed branch cut integral

and change to polar coordinates as shown in Figure 15.

(48) U(,) 2
Zir

C
5

C [ coS T cos Wa - jE W sin Wale eJb acsed

5 -2

2 2 2 1 2

(49) where W 2 cos T + (E - E

The saddle point is defined by

(50) -- [cos (T - 0)] = 0dT

(51) -T 0 is the saddle point.

The path of steepest descent through the saddle point is

(52) cos (4 - 0) cosh 1= 1

Let R = Rot e2 = f E , and E I E Eoo 1 r o

Evaluating (48) by the saddle point method and restoring the

y-dependence, one obtains the following expression, which is

valid for large r,
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(53) H' (r,0, y) 0 F (0) sin ye b

where

(54)
=E r cos~cos Wa cos [K (d-a) cos] - W sinWa sin Nb(d-a) cos ]

r b a cos 6
[Cr b cos0 cos Wa - jW sin Wa] e bo

rb

(55) and W : 2 cos2 0 +-1 ) o f
b 0 0 r

The superscript R indicates a radiating field component. Equation

(53) is recognized as a component of a radiating cylindrical wave

front. F(O) is the radiation pattern of this wave.

In order to calculate the amount of power

being radiated, only the relevant field components for large r

are needed. For large r, the presence of the magnetic line

source and the dielectric strip can be neglected. To an observer

looking in the y-direction at a large r, the space between parallel

conducting planes is a uniform homogeneous transmission line.

Thus referenced to the y-direction, all modes are TE, TM, or

TEM. Since an H component is present, the radiation fields
y

must be transverse electric referred to the y-direction.

(56) ER (r, 0, y) = 0

By expanding (8) in cylindrical coordinates, it is found that for

large r

(5)R o R

(57) E 0 (r,0, y) 0 H (r, E, y)
b
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The total radiated power on the right hand side of the magnetic

line source (z > 0) is

b ir/Z

(58) P3 1/2 Re [E xH Y rdOdy

y=O 0=0

Substituting (53) and (57) into (58), the following normalized

expression for the total far field radiated power is obtained

PRX 1 r/2
(59 b F(O) I2 de

960"r [ 1 - (X/Zb)?] 0

where

(60) IF(e)I =

(-) a ros-os4ba(d-1)cos O] - 1+ -( X-2) cos 0 tanWasin[ a(a-1)

[_ ~()][ 2 + tan Wa] cos 2 0 + (E r1) tanz Wa

(61) aa  (- )  12-
000

and

Za 2, .l[.2/bZ o z

(62) Wa =r (L) r +[1(x/b) ]Co 0
o

A few sample plots of IF(O) I, the power radiation pattern are

shown in Figures 18 and 19. The plots of IF(O) I shown in

Figure 19 are for a condition which results in high launching

efficiency.
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3.2.5 Evaluation of the Pole Residue
;Surface Wave Field)

When the contour integral is evaluated, the

residue contribution from the pole will be in the form

ek (a-x) + j pz
(63) CeZ

For this term to represent a surface wave propagating in the

+ z direction on a dissipationless line, , must be real. From
P

equations (18) and (22), we obtain the following relations between

the longitudinal wave number (t P) and the transverse wave num-
P

bers (klp and k 2p) of the surface wave.

2 2 2z 2lp p
(64) kip = t -W ~ C o r+ LEE /

(65) k2  = t2 _W 1 E +( ir/b)2
Z6)kp p 00o

All of the terms on the right hand sides of (64) and (65) are real.

Therefore, both klp and k2p are either pure real or pure imagi-

nary quantities. In order to satisfy the radiation condition as

x-4- 0, k2p must be real and positive. It can be shown from

equation (38) that if k2p is real and positive, then klp must be

an imaginary quantity, and (klpa) is restricted to certain inter-

vals.

(66) Let kip = Jkd,

where the subscript d refers to the dielectric region (region 1).

Equation (38) then has the following form

1

(67) k2p - k tan kda,
E d d

r

where (kda) must be in an odd quadrant. From (64), (65), and

(66) the following is obtained
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2 kda2 2 2a 2

(68) (k 2 a) 2  + (k= a)(-) ( - 1)

0

From (67) and (68), the following is obtained

Stan2kda  2(a21 2 2
(69) (kda) 1 + t k T (.-) (r - 1)

d r
E 0

r

Values of (k da) of the PMIn modes as a function of (Za/X ) and

Er , are available in graphical form. See Figure 9, page 55 of

reference 8. These values of (kda) are necessary to compute

the total surface wave power (P s) of the PM1 1 mode. Performing

the residue integration and restoring the y-dependence, one obtains

WCE E

(70) Hs (x, y, z) - o r
y 3  

p

-k (d-2a+x)

k sin k dacosk a e k2p j z

(k a) tank a+ sin2 ka +2 cos2k a sin e

d d d r d

The superscript 'Is" stands for the surface wave fields. Far

from the magnetic line source (large z), one can readily com-
5 5

pute H for regions 1 and 2. Similarly E can be computed for
y x

all three regions. Using these results, the following normal-

ized expression for the total surface wave power (P S) flowing in

the positive z-direction is obtained.
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'r ( )E(k a)](71) Pk r r
s o 0br (?a 2  °2b 2 23/2

4 80 ('o) [fr- (  ] -(kda)

-2k a(- - 1)
( kda) sin kda cos kdae 2p

(kda) tanka + sink + 2 cos 2 k adr d

3.2.6 Calculation of the PM I I Mode Launching
Efficiency

The launching efficiency (1L ) is defined as

the ratio of the surface wave power to the total power incident on

the slot which forms the magnetic line source. Since the sur-

face wave and radiation fields are orthogonal, the total incident

power is the sum of the surface wave and radiated power.

P (PX /b)(2 Is s 0

)L +P (P X /b)+(PrXo/b)
S r so ro

The surface wave power is easily computed using equation (71).

The computations of the radiated power, using equations (59)

dirough (62), were performed on an electronic computer. These

computations have been performed for a range of values of the

normalized dielectric strip thickness (2a/ 0), normalized paral-
0

lel wall spacing (L /2b), normalized magnetic line source
0

location (d/a) and a particular value of the dielectric constant

(E = 2. 1). A number of families of curves of the computed
r

launching efficiency as a function of the above normalized para-

meters are shown in Figures 20 through 31. These curves show

that the PM I I mode can be very efficiently launched onto the

trough waveguide from a properly located and energized slot in an

end plate of the trough. 51
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3. 2.7 Launching Efficiency Measurements

In view of the complexity of the surface wave

launching analysis, it is desirable to obtain experimental verifi-

cation of the predicted launching efficiencies. The most accurate

means of determining the launching efficiency is to treat the

trough waveguide with its input launching slot and output collect-

ing slot as a lossy two port device. Measurements must be made

of the input impedance as a function of known output impedances.

To perform these measurements in the submillimeter wavelength

region, precision impedance measuring equipment would have to

be developed. Since the results of the excitation analysis are

valid in any frequency range, it was decided to perform the meas-

urements on a frequency scaled trough guide at frequencies in

the vicinity of 30 Gc.

Preliminary launching efficiency measure-

ments were made on a six foot long trough waveguide obtained on

loan (later purchased) from the Johns Hopkins University. More

precise measurements were made on a one meter long trough

waveguide constructed on a different contract 9 in order to inves-

tigate the feasibility of a trough guide excited slot array antenna,

The latter trough guide was specified by the following parameters:

a = .0761cm, b = 711cm, and e = 2, 1. The side walls extendr
about 20 cm above the dielectric slab; a height more than suffi-

cient to assure that the surface wave fields have decayed to a

negligible magnitude. Special non-reflecting loads were placed

at the top opening of the trough to insure against any radiated

power being reflected back into the trough. The launching and

collecting slots were each located on movable end plates so that

the slot height (d) above the bottom conducting plate could be varied.

The slot length, trough guide parallel wall spacing, and width of

the RG-96/U rectangular waveguide which illuminates the launching

slot were all equal (b=. 71lcm) The width of the slot was 1.0mm.
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The launching efficiency is determined

from insertion loss measurements on the trough guide. The

insertion loss in turn is measured via a method described by
10

Tomiyasu. This technique allows the intrinsic insertion loss

of a two port device to be measured independently of the impe-

dance mismatch effects which may exist at either port. The

technique consists of moving a short circuit at one of the ports

to successive positions which produce a maximum VSWR(S max)

and a minimum VSWR (S . ) at the other port. The total in-min
sertion loss (I. L.) between the location of the short circuit and

the location of the slotted line probe is given by the following

formula.

(73) I.L. (db) = 8. 686 coth - 1 (S max/Smin)1/2

A movable rectangular waveguide short circuit was located after

the slot used for collecting the surface wave. The slotted line

was located ahead of the launching slot. The movable short cir-

cuit was adjusted to positions which successively maximize and

minimize the output observed at a directional coupler located so

as to sample the wave reflected from the launching slot. At

each of these positions the VSWR is measured. Independently

determined dissipative losses within both the trough guide and

the rectangular waveguide are subtracted from the overall loss

as determined from equation (73). The remaining loss equals

double the launching loss of one slot.

After the geometric parameters of a trough

guide (a and b) are specified: universal curves, like those of

Figures 20 through 31 can be used to plot curves 1L versus fre-

quency for various launching slot heights (d). Such a set of

curves, for the trough guide used in the launching efficiency

measurements (a = .0761 cm, b = .711 cm) is shown in Figure

32. These curves show that by a proper selection of launching
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slot locations, very efficient launching should be achievable over

a broad frequency range. Using the above Figure, curves of

IL versus d for frequencies of 29 Gc and 35 Gc were plotted and

are shown in Figures 33 and 34 respectively. On each of these

curves, the measured launching efficiency is shown for compar-

ison. The measured points, when corrected for system dissipative

losses are in excellent agreement with the theoretically pre-

dicted launching losses.

3. 3 Recommendations and Conclusions Concerning the
Trough Guide

Calculations of the expected attenuation of the PM 1 1

mode on the trough guide show that low loss transmission is

feasible at the lower end of the submillimeter wavelength region

(300-1000 Gc). It is likely that considerable experimentation

will be required to fabricate lengths of trough guide with the

necessary thin dielectric films. Oversize trough guide, like

oversize circular and rectangular waveguides, yield substantially

lower attenuations. The oversize trough, however, offers the

additional advantage of supporting substantially fewer higher

order modes, all of which are polarized in the same direction

as the desired dominant mode.

The theoretical analysis of achievable launching

efficiency has been verified experimentally. This analysis has

shown that except for the case of a very loosely bound wave,

extremely efficient launching can be achieved with a simple slot

launcher. Since it is the very loosely bound wave condition which

results in low losses, it is recommended that further work be

done on the problem of launching onto such a low loss structure.

A possible approach is that of using more than one launching slot

on the end plate. These slots might be energized in phase and

with an amplitude distribution that more closely matches the
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A!

x-direction field distribution of a loosely bound wave. A second

approach is to use a tapered dielectric slab between the tightly

bound region where initial launching is performed and the thin

film where low loss transmission is possible. The latter ap-

proach is currently being investigated for the aforementioned
9

slot array antenna application. Thus far a 70% launching ef-

ficiency has been achieved at 35 Gc with a 17 cm long linear

taper between teflon slabs whose thickness is . 0761 cm and

.00761 cm. Scaling these results to a 350 Gc system, results

in a 1. 7 cm long taper between teflon slabs whose thickness is

76. 1 microns and 7.61 microns. Note that the latter thickness

is in the range of values for which low attenuation of the PM 1

mode was calculated. See Figures 9 through 14.

One may speculate about the properties of various

components built in a trough waveguide. Unless one bears in

mind that the trough guide is a surface wave structure, in which

any discontinuity will produce radiation in addition to a reflected

wave, much of the speculation will be found to be utter nonsense.

The high launching efficiencies, which have been demonstrated

to be achievable, make it feasible to use conventional compon-

ents in short sections of rectangular waveguide located between

sections of trough guide. Due to very small size of rectangular

waveguide, such schemes are only possible at the extreme lower

frequency end of the submillimeter wavelength region.

The construction of true trough guide components

will be plagued by the same problems as are inherent in con-

structing components for oversize enclosed waveguide or optical

systems, e.g., alteration of the modal distribution and scattering.

Even such mundane transmission line components as bends and

tees will require an extensive development program.
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The design of such components as multi-hole or

multi- slot directional couplers can be shown to be related to

the surface wave launching problem. Two trough guides joined

by a common wall containing properly arranged coupling aper-

tures will undoubtedly provide some directivity. The directivity

however, will only be a measure of how the surface wave energy

in the secondary guide divides between the forward and back-

ward directions. In general a sizeable fraction of the energy

coupled into the secondary guide will also radiate. In the case

of two trough guides joined by a common bottom wall, the prior

launching efficiency analysis may be of some value. It wouldbe

a relatively simple problem to perform the companion excitation

analysis for a magnetic line source or slot located within the

dielectric slab (d/a < 1). A special case of such an analysis

would be for the condition in which the slot were located in the

bottom conducting plate (d = 0). The results of such an analysis

would tell how much of the energy coupled into the secondary

guide would be launched as the desired PM 1 mode.

In the air space of the trough guide, the surface wave

fields decay exponentially with increasing distance from the

dielectric-air interface. Advantage can be taken of this to de-

sign variable attenuators and phase shifters. Lowering a dielectric

material into the region of higher field intensity would increase

the phase shift experienced by a wave traversing that part of the

trough guide. A simple mechanism to achieve the phase shift

would be an eccentrically mounted dielectric wheel, rotation of

which would vary the depth of insertion. Similarly, a lossy

material could be used to achieve a variable attenuator. In both

of these devices, the critical point to be examined is that of ra-

diation resulting from the introduction of the dielectric or lossy

material.
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A component which is particularly attractive is a

trough guide antenna. Many types of antenna patterns can be

synthesized by properly locating and energizing an array of

slots cut in one of the side walls of the trough. The same thin

dielectric slab condition, necessary for low loss transmission,

also provides a field distribution which extends a large distance

above the dielectric-air interface. It is thus possible to illumin-

ate a large array. In essence, the feed line and antenna are one

integral unit.
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4. FRESNEL ZONE PLATES

4. 1 Operating Principle of Zone Plates

The simplest form of the Fresnel zone plate, consist-

ing of a plane array of alternately opaque and transparent

concentric circular rings, acts upon a normally incident plane

wave, transforming it into a converging wave and concentrating

the radiation in a small region about a point on the axis. This

point has the characteristics usually associated with the focal

point of a lens. The zone plate is thus an image forming device,

but the mechanism involved for this simple screen is not

refraction at the boundary between different dielectric media, but

diffraction at the series of annular apertures and subsequent

interference of the diffracted radiation.

Because of the short wavelengths involved, zone

plates for the optical spectrum are restricted to rather small

diameters and long focal lengths; that is, they are optically

"slow" components. Furthermore, because of the difficulty in

fabricating annular regions each of which introduces a specified

phase change, zone plates for the visible spectrum are generally

of the simplest form, rather than the phase-correcting type.

However, these limitations are largely removed if radiation in

the millimeter wavelength region is used.

In the diagram of Figure 35, the line segment W

represents a portion of a plane wave of radiation having a wave-

length of X and moving to the right. When the wave fronto

reaches the plane U, which contains the annular openings, we

may consider each point on the wave front to be a secondary

source. That is, radiation is considered to be emitted in all

forward directions from each elemental portion of the wave front

(Huygens-Fresnel principle).
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Radiation from the axial point 0 travels a distance

f to the focus at C. The distance to C from all other points in

the plane U is greater than f, and obviously depends on their

radial distances from 0. The point a on the diagram is at the
k 3k

distance f + -- the point b at a distance f + k ; c is at f
o 

and so on. That is, the sizes of the intervals aa', bbl, cc', dd',

etc are respcetively ko/2, k , 3k /2, 2k , etc. The outer
tho o o

radius of the n annular region is given by

r n nk
(1) rn nfko + 4o

Thus, the, path length for radiation arriving at C from any point

within a single annular region does not vary by more than k /2,

and the phase variation is not more than 7r radians On the other

hand, the phase of the net contribution from one zone is just

opposite that of the contribution from an immediately adjacent

zone. The destructive interference at C of such pairs of con-

tributions can be prevented by screening out the radiation from

alternate zones. In this manner, the remaining open areas of

the screen transmit radiation all portions of which arrive at the

point C with phases not differing by more than r radians; that is,

constructive interference results, The superposition of these

portions of the original plane wave results in an intensity at the

focal point C which is much greater (if a large number of zones

are used) than that which would result from the unobstructed

wave.

If alternate zones of the screen are modified so as

to reverse the phase of the radiation passing through them, the

total amplitude transmitted by the entire array is doubled, and

Each such annular region is known as a Fresnel half-period zone.
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the intensity at the focus is increased four-fold. This phase

reversal can be accomplished by preparing a zone plate from a

sheet of low loss dielectric material in which adjacent zones are

made to differ in thickness by an amount which introduces a

phase change of Tr radians. (It is clearly feasible to construct

zones for which the total phase variation of radiation at the

focus is Tr/2 radians or any arbitrary fraction of a full period )

If the focal length and diameter of a zone plate are

held constant but the phase increment per subzone, 2p, is made

smaller, the intensity, I, at the focus of the plate increases

toward a limiting value, I , which is the intensity that would be0

produced by the use of a vanishingly small phase increment.

This relation is given by

I2(2) = ,

10 4

so that for a half-period zone plate, 24 = Tr, and I = 0.40 I ; for
0

a quarter-period plate, 2j =-, and I = 0 81 1

As the subzones are made indefinitely smaller, the

face of the zone plate becomes a series of concentric rings each

of which has a smoothly curved surface and occupies two Fresnel

half-period zones. Thus, in the limit, the zone plate takes on

the shape of a Fresnel lens The schematic cross sectional

views shown in Figure 36 suggest the relation between zone

plates and conventional dielectric lenses.

4 2 Intensity at the Focal Point

It is most convenient to treat the case of a normally

incident plane wave front and obtain an expression for the radia-

tion intensity at the focus of the Fresnel zone plate It is assumed

at the start of the analysis that the zones have been constructed
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to coincide with the half-period Fresnel zones for a particular

wavelength, X . A similar analysis could of course be carried
O

out for phase-correcting plates with other subzone divisions.

4.2. 1 General Procedure

In Figure 37 an infinite and uniform plane

wave moving to the right is momentarily coincident with the

plane U, which is one face of a half-period (or phase-reversing)

Fresnel zone plate. The zone plate is constructed so as to have

a focal length f for radiation of wavelength X , and it is fabri-
0

cated from a dielectric material which is assumed 'to be lossless

and to have a relative magnetic permeability of unity. Thus, if

the dielectric constant is E at the frequency corresponding to
0

the wavelength X , then the refractive index 10 , is given by
o 0

=) TE
0 0

The amplitude of the electric field vector

at the focus of the zone plate may be found by superimposing the

contributions from the individual zones, taking into account the

relative phase of each such contribution.

4.2. 2 Contribution from the nt h Zone

In order to determine the contribution (at

the focus) from each zone, it is necessary to integrate over the

area of the zone the differential associated with each element of
th

the wavefront. If the contribution of the n zone is denoted by

E , then
n

(3) E = § dE
n thJ  n

n zone

11
Now, using the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction formula, the

differential dE may be written as
n
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%-

iE -- P
(4) dE = (1 + cos E0) e dS

n

in which

X = the wavelength of the radiation

E = the electric field at the plane wave frontX
dS = the element of area at the plane wave front

p = the distance from dS to the point, say C, at which the
field is to be determined

and E = the angle between the normal to the wave front and
the direction to the point C.

For this derivation, we let

Z Zrrct
X -i 6 n

(5) EX = E e e
0

in which E is the magnitude of the electric field vector at the0

plane U (see Figure 37), Zrct/X determines the time variation
of the field (velocity of light = c, time = t), and 6 is the phase

n

change in the incident radiation brought about by the thickness of
th

the dielectric plate in the n zone.

The material of the zone plate has a refractive

index TI = NFF for radiation of wavelength X, and grooves of depth

d are cut into alternate half-period zones. Therefore, the phase
th

retardation for the n zone is given by

(6) 6 1) d
n -

This retardation is measured relative to the phase of the radiation

which has traversed the full thickness of the dielectric plate. The

groove depth, d , is so chosen as to make the value of 6 for the
n
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design wavelength X exactly equal to w for each even-numbered
0

zone, and equal to zero for the odd-numbered zones. That is,

X
(7) d= 0 g(n)

2(Tj - 1)
0

in which g(n) = 0 for n= 1,3,5,7,...

and g(n) = 1 for n=2,4,6,8....

Using relations derived from Figure 37, and introducing a
12

simplifying approximation, it can be shown that the contri-
thbution, at the focus, of the n zone of the half-period Fresnel

zone plate is given by

i~ir irk I12r(ct +f) [n- 0 ilrn -1X g ( n ) ]

(8) E =E A(n) e e (l-en 0

in which
8f/X + 2n- 1(9) 0
8f/X + 2(Zn- l)

Equation (8) can be simplified by assuming

Ti = 11 and noting that the quantity n-g(n) satisfies the relations
0

(10) n-g(n) =n, for nodd

and n-g(n) = n-1, forn even

A convenient way of expressing this dependence on the integer n

is to make use of a notation called the greatest integer value,

abbreviated as GIV. The GIV of any variable, say z, is written

GIV(z) and is defined as the largest integer which is less than z

or exactly equal to z. Hence, we may write

() n - g(n) = 2 GIV (
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and equation (8) becomes

(12) .21rikn 1T -

E = E A(n)e -e
n 0

4.2.3 Intensity Ratio for N Half-Period Zones

The separate contribution arriving at the

focus of the zone plate from the nt h half-period zone is given by

equation (12). These contributions can now be superposed to

determine the amplitude (of the electric field) at the focus which

results from the action of a total of N half-period zones. Calling

the resultant electric field E(N),.

(13)~~I 37 22n-a -

E(N) = E e Z A(n){e -e

n=l

Using Euler's equation and rearranging terms,

2Wr N
i-ct+f) X

E(N)--E e A~n) os- ° [?GIV(n--)+1] -cos-- 2 [2 GIV( -]o 12 x2
n=l (

(14) irX n-

+ i sin [Z GIV(n +1] i sin -[ZGIV(-)]

The intensity of the radiation at the focus

is given by the square of the modulus of E(N). If we denote by
2R(N) the ratio of I E(N) I the focused intensity produced by the

2
Fresnel zone plate, to E , the intensity in the absence of the

0

plate, then we may write
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N2

R(N) = A(n) os -- [2 GIV( )+1] -cos r [2 GIV(
nI C o

(15)

+ A(n) inrr w2 GIV(n-1 + 1 ]-sin 1T [2 GIV( ).

=n

In this equation, X /X has been replaced by w/w , the ratio of
O 0

the frequency of the incident wave to the design frequency of the

zone plate.

The intensity ratio R(N) is symmetrical

about all integer values of w/w 0 (i.e., the harmonics of the de-
0

sign frequency). At the even harmonics (w/o = 0, 2, 4, 6, ... ),
0

R(N) = 0. When w/w0 takes on odd integer values, R(N) reaches

its maximum value,

-N N fk + n

(6) R(N) =4 A(n) =4 8f/k +2n- ,

max 81F>/0 +2(2n-1)n=l n=l o

If the quantity f/X is large relative to N, then A(n) is nearly
0

equal to unity for each value of n, and the intensity ratio for

/wo = 1, 3, 5, 7, ... reduces to this simple approximation:
0

(17) R(N) 4N 2 for f/k >> N
max o

4.2.4 Intensity Ratio for N1 Quarter-Period Zones

For a quarter-period phase correcting
12

Fresnel zone plate, the intensity ratio can be shown to be
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R(NtLA'(n)(cos .-- [4GIV(. )+l] -cos.!.[4GIV()j
0 0

(18)

-H- [ GI si 4 GIV(+L 'x(n) (in . .0 -[4GIV(~Z~) 1] - sin [Gv(i±)i

Ln=l (o 0o

in which N' is the number of quarter-period zones (based on X 00

which are included in the zone plate. The coefficients A'(n) are

given by
i6f/X + Zn-i

(19) A'(n) = 16f/X +

+Z(2n- i)

The function R(N') has a period of 4w and is0

symmetric about all even harmonics of the design frequency.

Equation (18) reduces to simpler forms for certain values of W/Wol

as follows:

R(NI) = 2 A(n) for/ = 1,3,5,7,....

(Z0) R(N') = 0 for w/ = 0,4,8, 1Z,

R(N) = 4 A'(nj for w/o= 2,6, 10, 14,...

As the last equation shows, a quarter-period plate designed for

the frequency w acts as a half-period plate at the secondharmonic,

0

In Figure 38, the calculated intensity ratio in

decibels is plotted against the normalized frequency, w/Wo, for

two Fresnel zone plates. One plate has 24 quarter-period zones

(solid curve) and a focal length of 50k . The second plate has
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the same diameter and focal length, but contains 12 half-period

zones (dashed curve).

4. 2. 5 Intensity Ratio for M Open Zones

As has been pointed out, the simplest form

of half-period zone plate contains alternate opaque zones. Such

a construction results in an intensity ratio given by

R(M) A (m) Cos Tr - (2m-l)-cos Tr -(2m-

(21)) 0 2

+ (m) sin T- (2m-l)- sin Tr - (2m-2

10 0

in which M is the total number of open half-period zones. If the

center zone is a transparent one, then

8f/X + 4m-30

(22) A(m) 8f/X +2(4m-3)

and if the center zone is opaque, then
8f/X + 4m- 1

(23) A(m) = 8f/X 0+4m-1
8fX0 (4m - 1)

The function R(M) has symmetry properties like those of R(N)

and reaches its maximum value

(24) R(M)max = 4for 1 A , 3, 5,7
m=l

Similar results for plates with opaque zones have been reported

by Van Buskirk and Hendrix. 13

4.3 Fresnel Zone Plates as Frequency Filters

The marked minima in the frequency characteristics

shown in Figure 38 suggest the use of Fresnel zone plates as fre-

quency filters in the millimeter wave spectrum. Such devices
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should be of special interest at frequencies above 300 Gc, where

more conventional filter techniques such as the use of squeeze-

section waveguides may be impractical.

It would be of interest to determine theoretically the

locations of the relative maxima and minima in the intensity

ratio of any zone plate. An exact analysis of this nature has not

been carried out, but approximate results have been obtained 1 4

for certain simpler cases and are presented here.

For a half-period zone plate containing an even num-

ber of zones we can write N = 2W. The integer W is thus the

number of whole period zones in the plate. The minima of R(N)

then occur at the normalized frequencies given by w/wo = P/W,

in which P is any integer satisfying P / W, 3W, 5W, ... For a

quarter period zone plate with N' equal to any multiple of 4, we

write N'= 4W and the minima are at wlwo= P1/W, in which

P'I/W, 3W, 5W, 7W,... and P'/ 2W, 6W, 1OW, 14W, ....

With regard to the 3 db bandwidth of zone plates,

again no theoretical equation for the general case has been

derived. However, an empirical relation was obtained from

calculated curves for half-period zone plates with f = 50k and0

N = 1, 2, 3, ... 21. If the frequency interval between the half-

power points is denoted by A , then the bandwidth, centered
0

at the design frequency M , is given approximately by

(25) Aw o/ 0° 1.8/N

The approximation is better for even values of N than for odd

and improves rapidly as N increases.

4.4 Zone Plates as Antennas

A phase correcting Fresnel zone plate with a proper-

ly designed feed horn at its focal point constitutes an antenna.

The functions R(N) and R(N') are not identical with the gain, G,
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(on the central axis) as it is usually defined for an antenna of a

given aperture. However, the quantitative relation between R

and G is readily obtained.

The usual calculation of G assumes that all the

radiated power passes outward through the aperture of the

antenna. Thus, for example, if the antenna is composed of a

parabolic reflector fed by a horn at its focus, it is assumed that

all the power radiated by the horn feed falls on the paraboloid.

The quantity G is then corrected if there is any spillover. On the

other hand, the calculation of the intensity ratio R for zone plates

was carried out in a manner equivalent to the assumption of an

isotropic feed, and under this assumption only a certain fraction

of the power radiated from the focus falls on the zone plate.

This fraction is equal to (z/At , in which (z is the solid angle

subtended by the zone plate as viewed from the focal point and

(t is the total solid angle surrounding the focal point. The latter

quantity is identically 47 steradians, and £2 is related to thez

diameter, D, and the focal length, f, of the zone plate as follows:

(26) z = 2 (1- 2f)
z 4fZ +D 2

Consequently, the gain as ordinarily defined is given by

(27)4G R= 2 4f ? + D?_.
(27) G=--•R*,•R,

z 4f Z +D 2 -Zf

in which R is the intensity ratio for the zone plate. If we denote

by W the number of whole period zones in the plate, i.e., W =N/2

for a half-period plate, W = N'/4 for a quarter-period plate, and

W = M for a plate with alternate opaque zones, then the equation

for gain takes on the simpler form
2 (f/X +W) R

(28) G 0
W
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It is also of importance to know the characteristics

of the radiation pattern of such an antenna, that is, the locations

and magnitude of side lobes (and back lobes), and the shape of the

main lobe of the antenna in the forward direction. The Kirchhoff

scalar diffraction theory, applied to a plane circular aperture of

diameter D illuminated by a plane wave of uniform amplitude,

indicates that the first zero in the diffraction pattern lies at the

angle 0 away from the central axis, where sin E0 = 1. Z20X/D.0 0

(This is the angular half-diameter of the first dark ring or Airy

disk). The theory predicts that the radiation intensity reaches

one half the value which it has on axis in the direction 0 1/2 =

0. 515X/D. These analytical results I I are confirmed quite well

by tests made on a half-period zone plate with a diameter of

20 cm, designed for use at 140 Gc.

The positions and intensities of side lobes in the

radiation pattern of a zone plate are not readily calculated

a priori. However, it seems reasonable to predict that the

pattern of a plate having numerous zones (and therefore numerous

discontinuities in its surface) may possess a rather large number

of sidelobes, symmetrically disposed about the central axis and

probably of small magnitude. If no attempt is made to construct
16

the zone plate for minimum reflection a back lobe may be

expected, still much smaller than the main forward lobe, but of

greater magnitude than the side lobes. These qualitative pre-

dictions are also borne out; the angular radiation patterns of the

20 cm 140 Gc half-period zone plate showed about 45 side lobes,

all at least 30 db down from the main lobe.

4.5 Some Comments on Quasi-Optical Components

Quasi-optical and optical techniques can be readily

applied to the design of components for use with millimeter waves.

By using well-collimated beams of radiation (usually well within
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the Fresnel region of the apertures), the components may be

designed to operate on very nearly plane wave fronts. Collima-

tion is readily effected by means of simple dielectric lenses

(e.g., fused quartz or polystyrene) or phase-correcting Fresnel

zone plates. 17

The introduction of a controlled (and calculable) phase

shift in a plane wave may be accomplished by permitting the

radiation to pass through a parallel slab of low-loss dielectric

material of adjustable thickness. A pair of identical prisms of

relatively small apex angle, in sliding contact along the hypote-

nuse dimension, would provide such adjustability. Since the

flux density would remain low, the power capacity of such a

phase shifter would probably be quite high.

Directional couplers or beam-splitters can be

devised in a number of ways. One simple component would be a

thin partially reflecting metallic film, By evaporation in a

vacuum, uniform layers of gold or aluminum can be deposited

on a dielectric base in thicknesses of a fraction of a micron. If

the supporting dielectric is sufficiently thin (e. g., Mylar . 001")

it will contribute very little to absorption and the radiation

reflected from its internal and external face will interfere

destructively. Thus, only the reflection from the metallic film

needs to be considered. Such a beam-splitter should, like its

optical counterpart, be broad-banded.

Another form of coupler would consist of a plane

parallel slab of low loss dielectric uncoated with any metallic

film, In this case, the thickness of the slab is selected so that

for a convenient incidence angle, i, the relative phase of the

wave fronts reflected from the two surfaces is such as to pro-

duce the desired amplitude division of the incident wave. The

amplitude coefficients (or Fresnel coefficients 18), involve the
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angle i and the refractive index, r,which for a low loss dielectric

with unit permeability. is given by tj = 4h, in which e is the

dielectric constant. It is obvious that because of the thickness

of the dielectric, the degree of coupling is dependent on the

wavelength.

A variable beam splitter (and simultaneously a

variable attenuator) can be formed by making use of the evanes-

cent waves external to a dielectric in which "total" internal

reflection takes place. The experimental arrangement for

observation of the effect is illustrated in Figure 39, for a plane

wave incident from the left. The two congruent prisms are

fabricated from a low loss dielectric. Equations for the trans-
19

mitted and the reflected power are given by Fellers and involve

the prism angle, the dielectric constant, the wavelength, and the

separation of the prism faces. For 450 prisms with E = 2.45, a

separation of two wavelengths results in an attenuation of about

40 db.

A polarization selective transmitting / reflecting

structure for millimeter wavelengths might be constructed from

a set of uniformly spaced conducting slats. The spacing is so

chosen that each pair of conducting strips acts like a waveguide

which is well below cut-off at the desired operating frequency.

Hence, a wave polarized parallel to the slats is almost totally

reflected; a wave polarized perpendicular to them is almost

wholly transmitted. The construction might be carried out by

stacking alternate sheets of dielectric and metal foil, bonding the

layers, and slicing through the stack to prepare the desired set

of rather narrow strips. Such an ensemble could be made rather

broad-banded by using a spacing between conducting planes equal

to less than a half wavelength at the highest frequency required,

but the small spacings necessary would result in rather high
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transmission loss.

A set of conducting strips with spacing greater than

a half wavelength and with appropriate width will act on an

incident plane polarized wave converting it to a circularly polar-

ized wave. A duplexer which makes use of polarization selective

reflectors and circular polarizers for 35 Gc has been described

elsewhere.
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5. OVERSIZED ENCLOSED WAVEGUIDE

The high attenuation which characterizes dominant-mode,

hollow metal waveguide can be substantially reduced if the cross-

sectional dimensions of the guide are increased sufficiently.

(It is assumed that a high-conductivity metal, such as silver or

copper, is used in either case.) The wall losses are lower for

such a guide, but as a result of the increase in size, the number

of possible modes propagating with low loss may be large. The

application of the familiar low loss TE01 mode in circular guide

is an example of a case where an overmoded structure is fre-

quently used; however, in this case, the size is ordinarily

chosen so that only a moderate number (perhaps a few tens) of

additional modes could propagate, and high purity of the TE 0 1

mode is preserved by means of careful launching methods,

accurate control of waveguide dimensions, and extensive use of

mode suppressors. Mention has already been made of the

extreme difficulty of maintaining the dimensional tolerances

necessary in such a system as one goes to submillimeter wave-

lengths. We therefore desire to have a simpler method for

utilizing the overmoded enclosed waveguide, but before describ-

ing such a method, the work recently reported by others is

summarized below because of its relevance to the problem.

Lewin has considered six types of propagation at millimeter
21

wavelengths, depending on whether single, multiple, or an

infinite number of modes exist in the perpendicular directions

defining the cross section of the structure. Taking into account

problems of diffraction and aperture reflection for the various

types of waveguides, he suggests that single mode oversize

waveguide is the most promising, and in particular, the rec-

tangular (TE 0- mode) or circular (TE l- mode) guide. A

number of methods for feeding the guide are considered and
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suggestions are made for some components. He points out that

the circular or square guide gives the added advantage of

symmetry, permitting the use of perpendicular polarization for

a second channel, which may be of value for components like

hybrid-tees.

Transmission by the TE10 mode in a large rectangular
10 22

guide has been considered by Garnham, who suggests that the

square cross section makes the system unnecessarily bulky, and

that the dimension parallel to the electric field may be reduced

without affecting the symmetry of the mode. Such a reduction

does affect the attenuation, however. If a compromise Z:1 ratio

of dimensions is chosen as in most conventional waveguide, the

attenuation for silver (conductivity 6. Z x 107 mhos per meter)

may be calculated from

5. 60x lO-9 ff

b =db/metera= b

where b is the dimension parallel to the electric field and the

effects of surface roughness are neglected. A comparison of

the loss for large guides to the loss for conventional silver

waveguide is made, showing the first to be much smaller than

the second. For example, the calculated attenuation at 300 Gc

for RG-139/U waveguide is 1Z db per meter, whereas for silver

guide 0. 90 inch by 0. 40 inch I. D. the calculated loss is 0. 3 db

per meter (this number also neglects mode conversion losses).

Karbowiak has performed an approximate analysis of

electromagnetic wave propagation in metallic waveguides for
23

wavelengths in the submillimetric region. The analysis is

carried out for two types of waveguides; a planar, parallel-plate

waveguide in which one plate is a perfect conductor and the other

imperfect, and the circular metallic waveguide of imperfect

conductivity. Karbowiak concludes that in the case of TE modes
0
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for both waveguides the attenuation is proportional to (frequency) 3/2 .

In addition, he concludes that transverse magnetic (TM) waves,

which are proportional to (frequency)- at moderately high fre-

quencies, become proportional to (frequency) - 5 / at sufficiently
24

high frequencies. In a later article by Martin, however, it is

demonstrated that this is not the case for certain TM modes. An

exact analysis is performed showing that the attenuation continues

to increase with frequency for the TEM and TM01 waves in the

more practical case of a planar waveguide consisting of two

parallel plates of imperfect conductivity. It is also indicated

that the attenuation of the TM 0 1 wave in the circular guide

increases with frequency. Other TM modes are considered in

both cases and do have decreasing attenuations at high enough
25.

frequencies, Karbowiak, in reply to Martin, implies that the

inconsistency in results for the planar case is due to the different

mathematical models, and he does not comment on the inconsist-

ent results for the TM01 wave in the circular guide. It appears

however, that Karbowiak made an approximation to the cut-off

coefficient which may not be valid at extremely high frequencies.

Mr. Martin has agreed in private communication that the effect

of the imperfectly conducting walls on the cut-off coefficient is

more complicated at these frequencies than Karbowiak has

allowed and that the difference in results is due to more than

just the different models.

It should be mentioned that some of the usual approxima-

tions for the attenuation of the various modes in closed metal

waveguides are not valid as the frequency increases indefinitely.
26

An example is Ramo and Whinnery' s treatment of TM or TE

waves propagating between two parallel conducting plates. The
2 2 2cutoff coefficient is written as K= -y + k where - is the propa-

gation constant (y =a +jP), and k 2 W 24 (1--). If the plates
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are perfectly conducting, it is found from applying the boundary

condition E = 0 that K= nwr/a, where a is the separation of thez

plates. The attenuation constant is calculated for the case of

finite conductivity by a perturbation technique, assuming K is

still very close to nit/a. This approximation will be valid as

long as E is very close to zero at the boundary. At high enough
z

frequencies, however, the approximation E f 0 at the metalz

boundary is not valid and the cutoff coefficient K can no longer

.e approximated by nwr/a. This was taken into consideration by

Karbowiak and Martin. Martin assumes the metal remains per-

fectly smooth, but retains exact equations, solving them by a

numerical method of successive approximations.

The question is, at what frequency does the usual approxi-

mation (cf., Ramo and Whinnery 2 6 ) break down? The answer

depends on the size and material ii, e., the conductivity) of the

waveguide. The larger the guide the sooner the "turning point"

in the attenuation is reached. (At frequencies above the vicinity

of the turning point the attenuation begins to decrease with

increasing frequency, whereas at frequencies below the turning

point the attenuation increases as frequency increases. )

Lowering the conductivity has a similar effect. Martin's results

were used and some sample calculations were carried out for the

TM02 mode propagating in a parallel plate waveguide. The walls

were assumed to be perfectly smooth and the conductivity was

taken to be that of copper. For a plate separation of 1 cm, the

attenuation began to decrease after reaching a frequency of about

7700 Gc (around 3 db/m); for 10 cm separation, the turning point

was on the order of 1700 Gc (0. 16 db/m), and for 100 cm, the

frequency was about 360 Gc (0. 007 db/m), To get some idea of

the effect of surface roughness, a decrease in conductivity by a

pessimistic factor of 9 was assumed. The effect was to lower
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the turning point, but increase the attenuation. For instance,

for a separation of 1 cm, the turning point was about 3700 Gc

(7 db/m) and for 10 cm, it was about 800 Gc (0.3 db/m). For

practical size waveguides, however, these values of the turning

point frequencies are higher than the frequency range under

consideration, and the usual approximation for the TM or TE

modes (Ramo and Whinnery) should be valid.

For the TEM modes (electric field component normal to

plates) propagating between parallel conducting plates, Ramo and

Whinnery develop an approximation which is valid if a 1 /(JE l<< 1

and we 2/T2<< 1, where a- and c 1 are the conductivity and permit-

tivity of the dielectric and a- and e 2 are the same quantities for

the metal. If the plates are good conductors, e.g., silver or

copper, and if surface roughness is neglected, the restriction

we 2/02<< 1 is satisfied up through the visible wavelength region.

Since surface roughness in effect decreases the conductivity of

the metal (r2), the approximation will not really be valid to such

short wavelengths, but certainly should be valid down to wave-

lengths near 0. 1 millimeter.

Wave propagation through a hollow steel pipe at optical
27

wavelengths has recently been considered by Eaglesfield. He

concludes that low-loss transmission may be possible in this type

of guide, the inner surface of which has a mirror finish. *

Because the ratio of diameter to wavelength is very large in the

optical case, many modes will propagate and individual treatment

of modes is not considered. Instead, waves are classified as

transverse electric (TE) or transverse magnetic (TM) according

to their polarization. In the case studied by Eaglesfield, the

TM-mode attenuation is much greater than that for TE modes,

According to Eaglesfield a suitable pipe has a bore of 1 in.
diameter to a tolerance of *3 mil with a silver surface.
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and both decrease with frequency.

In summary, the foregoing studies have generally pro-

posed the use of the dominant mode in an oversize waveguide in

order to reduce attenuation. In the frequency range up to at

least 1000 Gc attenuation still increases with frequency for

guides of reasonable size (moderate transverse dimensions on

the order of a few inches). This proposed method appears to

have the simplicity desired, but this could be partly illusory

because questions relating to problems with higher order modes

have been left begging. The assumption has simply been made

that the particular dominant mode (say the TEl0 mode in over-

size rectangular guide) would be launched carefully and efficiently

and that "quasi-optical" components would be used which would

introduce a minimum amount of conversion of energy to higher-

order modes.

Ordinarily, when many modes may propagate, there are

at least two important disadvantages. Since the various modes

do not all propagate with the same velocity, the information

content of a signal may be distorted as the wave travels down

the guide. It may also be difficult to build components which

can recover, transfer, or otherwise act on all the modes

efficiently. If, however, the waveguide is considerably oversize,

so that a very large number of modes (perhaps several thousand)

may propagate, and if the energy transfer down the guide is

shared among many mode configurations, then the two problems

cited above are not so important, In such a highly over-moded

guide many of the modes travel at a velocity near that of a wave

in free space, so distortion can be small unless very short pulse

lengths or long path lengths are to be used. In other words,

phase distortion of the signal can be small even if many modes

propagate, just as long as the energy is carried in those modes
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that are far from cut-off and hence have group velocities that

are nearly equal. Components may be constructed using quasi-

optical techniques, such as gratings, prisms, semi-reflecting

coatings, thin dielectric sheet beam-splitters, and the double

prism (evanescent wave) attenuator.

For a specified amount of phase distortion we can make an

estimate of the magnitudes of the system parameters. In order

to travel a given distance d with a phase error not greater than,

say, one-tenth of the period of the modulation signal (0. 1 TM),

the energy must be concentrated within some group of modes

whose cutoffs lie within a certain range of frequencies. The

difference between the reciprocals of the group velocities of the

two modes with the highest and the lowest cutoff frequencies must

not exceed 0. 1 T /d, or

- 1 m
(v) 1 d g 7
(1) g gd)

where

vgh = group velocity of mode having highest allowable
gh cutoff frequency

vgd = group velocity of dominant mode

c = 3x 108 meters per second

f = cutoff frequency of specified modec

f = operating frequency

The oversize guide would presumably be excited from a conven-

tional dominant-mode waveguide, hence in the oversize guide

there would tend to be preferential excitation of the low-order

modes (i. e., a Fourier-type analysis of the propagating wave in

the oversize guide would contain mainly low-order terms).

Measurements to be described in a later section were made on

such an oversize waveguide system at frequencies near 300 Gc;
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in this case the oversize guide was excited by means of a horn

and lens combination fed from RG-139/U rectangular guide

(TE 1 0 mode),

Rearranging Equation (1) above gives the following expres-

sion for the cutoff frequency (f cn) of the highest order mode

having no more than the permitted phase error in the given

distance (d):

(2) f f ~ 11/2
()cn r2

CI

l1 d + I dL m f
where fcd is the cutoff frequency of the dominant mode, Values

calculated from this equation are given in the accompanying

table. The waveguide size chosen corresponds to conventional

S-band rectangular guide, and operating frequencies of 300 and

600 Gc were assumed. At 300 Gc, for example, this guide will

support more than 16, 000 modes, and for modulation frequencies

up to a megacycle the calculations show that propagation over

distances as large as 100 meters can occur with low phase dis-

tortion even if the signal is propagated in thousands of modes.

Obviously, by carefully exciting only the lowest few tens of

modes, low distortion signals could be propagated over distances

of several tens of kilometers.

The conclusion reached above can also be obtained by

means of a somewhat different analysis. Suppose we assume

that the input signal to the oversize waveguide excites a "direct

ray" which travels down the axis and an indirect ray which enters

at an angle 0 with the guide axis (see Figure 40). Suppose

further that the travel time for these two rays is to differ by only

0. 1 T seconds after traveling a given axial distance "d" down
m
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the guide. Such a calculation for 0 gives the values shown in the

final column of the accompanying table.

The values of 0 given in the table may be compared with

the calculated far-field beamwidths for an aperture 1. 340 inches

in width. (In this dimension of the waveguide the illumination

of the entrance aperture is nearly uniform, whereas in the

orthogonal transverse direction the illumination is tapered.

Nonetheless, the E-plane dimension is so much less than the

2. 840 inch-dimension in the H-plane that the calculated far-field

beamwidth is less in the E-plane than in the H-plane.) Taking

the E-plane far-field beamwidth as a pessimistic (larger) value,

we find that the far-field 3 db half-beamwidth for such an aperture

is less than a degree. The first pattern null occurs at an angle

of about two degrees, and the second null occurs at about four

degrees. As a rough rule of thumb for a narrow beam antenna,

about half of the radiated power is concentrated in the half-power

beamwidth. Hence, in the accompanying table, whenever 0

exceeds about one degree, the majority of the power radiated

from an aperture 1. 340 inches by 2. 840 inches is included in the

range of angles for which phase distortion is low out to a distance

"d". In most cases 0 is much greater than a degree, indicating

the (optimistic) result that most of the power goes into the

desired lower-order modes which give low phase distortion.
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6. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

A measurement system for use in the submillimeter region

was proposed and assembled in the contract period. A block dia-

gram of the system is shown in Figure 41. Since existing sources

which have fundamental power at 300 Gc or above were prohibitive

in cost, the design specified harmonic generation from a lower

fundamental transmitter power.

One of the drawbacks generally associated with harmonically

generated signals, namely the identification and separation of the

harmonics, was eliminated with this design by utilizing harmonic

mixing. As indicated in the diagram, when the primary power

source and the local oscillator are maintained at nearly the same

fundamental frequency, but separated by a fixed difference fre-

quency fd' then the frequencies generated in the mixer will result

from the sum and difference terms of nf, and nf + nf . The

resulting IF frequency can then be chosen as nfd and will be unique

for each harmonic.

The details of the components of the system will be dis-

cussed individually below.

6.1 Harmonic Generation

6. 1. 1 Magnetron Driven Ferrite Harmonic Generator

In the early stages of the development of the

laboratory system it had been decided to use a 70 Gc magnetron

as a source of fundamental power for the transmitter, and use

ferrite harmonic generation. There had been many reports in

the literature concerning successful ferrite harmonic gener-

ation, (28-34) some of these reporting conversion losses to third

and higher harmonics (from X band) which were quite comparable

with those achieved with point contact devices. There were also

reports of successful frequency doubling from 35 Gc 3 5 and from
70 Gc36 .
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It was not within the scope or intent of this

program to make a basic investigation of ferrite harmonic gener-

ation. We were, however, hopeful that by incorporating the

techniques used in the previous work, and adding a sensitive

high frequency receiver, we would be able to detect the higher

harmonics. If the conversion efficiencies were found to be compa-

rable to crystal devices, there would be considerable improvement

in signal level since the power at the fundamental would be orders

of magnitude greater than that which is possible to apply to a

point contact device.

To this end, a Bomac BL-ZZ magnetron was

purchased, which had a peak power output of 14 kw at 70 Gc. The

modulator used to drive the magnetron was supposed to funish a

0.25 pLsec pulse. This rather simple sounding requirement

became quite problematical, and was in fact never satisfactorily

resolved. The manufacturer's specifications on the RF bandwidth

of the magnetron listed 2. 5 Mc/r (where r = pulse width) as the

maximum value. One essential to this measurement system as

outlined was the AFC system holding the local oscillator at a

fixed difference frequency from the transmitter. The circuitry

involved here must be sufficiently wide to accommodate the pulse

bandwidth. Hence, the 0.25 ptsec pulse, and a 10 Mc bandwidth

were chosen.

The first pulse forming network used gave a

pulse on the order of 90 nanoseconds. Efforts were made here

to broaden the pulse, but when the width was increased, the top

was not flat. This variation in peak anode current caused a

pushing of the magnetron frequency of several megacycles, and

the net effect on the RF bandwidth was as bad or perhaps worse

than the narrow pulse.
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A new pulse forming network was purchased

with a 0. 33 ILsec specification (maximum pulse allowable with this

magnetron). This one gave a 0.4 Lsec pulse which was double

peaked. The problem was then given to Bomac. Their claim was

that the pulse transformer and pulse forming network had to be a

matched assembly with the magnetron, in order to achieve a flat

pulse of this length. They agreed to furnish these two units to

provide a good flat pulse of 0.25 4sec with their magnetron. This

was never precisely achieved even though three attempts had been

made and a considerable amount of time had been consumed.

During this period, experiments with harmonic

generation were carried out using the original short pulse and

crystal video detection. The magnetron itself produced sufficient

third harmonic power for video detection, and it is clear that any

ferrite generated harmonics must be of larger magnitude for the

system to have any merit

The magnet used was a Varian 4" magnet with

pole caps tapered to one inch and a capability across a 1/4" air

gap of fields of 28,000 gauss.

The ferrite samples used were made into a

variety of shapes from several materials. The criteria were

narrow line width and high M materials such as Trans Tech5

TT-2-111 and Ferroxcube 5El. Also some anisotropic single

crystals were used on which very little information was available.

(These latter were furnished by I. Bady of the Army Signal

Research and Development Laboratories at Fort Monmouth, where

similar materials had been successfully used at X band.)

The procedure followed was to set up the

system with no ferrite in the guide and note the level of detectable

third harmonic power coming directly from the magnetron. This

third harmonic was estimated to be on the order of 60 to 70 db
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below the fundamental i.e., one to twD milliwatts peak power on

the crystal. The ferrite sample would then be inserted. Gener-

ally this would reduce the amount of third harmonic power out.

The magnetic biasing field would then be applied and slowly varied

from zero to its maximum while observing the output. There

was generally a value which would bring the output back to the

level observed with no ferrite in the guide, but no higher values

were seen. Both polarizations of the detector were used in these

runs. The sample would then be moved a quarter guide wave-

length and the process would be repeated.

In his analysis Jepsen 37 indicates that the

optimum D. C. biasing field for third harmonic generation would

be to bias the ferrite to resonance at the second harmonic. This

would require a much larger field than we had available, however,

and first harmonic resonance had to be used. Furthermore, his

analysis did not consider shape factors and other variables which

may well be even more significant.

Failing to see the third harmonic, a similar

procedure was carried out for second harmonic. Here some

flexibility was lacking as the available transitions did not permit

viewing the cross polarized case. Here again, however, the

results were negative.

Up to this point, the ferrite pieces had been

in the shape of rectangular parallelepipeds or half-disks, and

were held in position in the waveguide in teflon holders. Some

of the first samples had been made full waveguide height hoping

for a very snug fit inside the guide. Gold electrodes had been

baked on the surfaces which contacted the guide walls. However,

arcing occurred at the ferrite since the surface roughness of

the guide precluded a sufficiently close fit. The pieces which

did not extend full guide dimension in height but were held in
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teflon did not cause breakdown in the waveguide.

At this time a sample holder was made up

which would permit more flexibility in positioning of the ferrite

in the waveguide. This was achieved by mounting the ferrite

piece on a post which entered the narrow wall of the waveguide

and which permitted independent adjustment of insertion distance

and rotation of the post. The unit was designed so that waveguide

pressurization could be maintained and such that different posts

could be used with various ferrite samples attached. This

system did suffer the disadvantage that the position could not be

varied with respect to the short or effective short of the tran-

sition section, and the ferrite may not have been in the position

of maximum r.f. magnetic field. Once again, results were

negative.

In private communication with H. J. Shaw, it

was then learned that experiments at X band were showing that

unless the ferrite was located in a doubly resonant structure i. e.,

resonant both for the fundamental frequency and the desired

harmonic, then harmonic generation was not predictable. This

was apparently the cause of some lack of repeatability of

experiments which had been carried out at lower frequencies

also. It was his opinion that either by design or accident a

resonance condition must exist at the ferrite sample.

For a while the fabrication of such a doubly

resonant structure was contemplated. This would have involved

some very critical and expensive machining problems, plus con-

siderable experimentation to determine the effects of loading of

the cavity by various shapes and types of ferrites. All considered,

it was taking on more and more the aspects of a basic investiga-

tion in the applied physics field, which was precisely what we

did not want to undertake. Our hope had been that ferrite
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harmonic generation had advanced to the point where it was

almost an engineering tool. Our attempts to repeat experiments

carried out elsewhere showed that it was not. Furthermore, there

was not assurance of success if further experimentation were

followed, although it seemed much more likely.

It is felt that the resonance condition, or

rather absence of it, was the most likely cause of the lack of
36

success here. The earlier experiments at 70 Gc had already

shown an apparent shape and volume dependence with some

samples yielding outputs which ranged down to zero as a dimen-

sion was changed. Without apology we had selected sample types,

shapes and dimensions which had been used with success.

Similarly, we pointedly avoided those already shown to have low

or no detectable output. If the actual criterion was not this

simple, however, and if the variation of electrical properties

among samples of ostensibly the same material, and the variation

of frequency between magnetrons, and the variation between

positions of shorting and tuning elements in the waveguide, are

all intimately related to the sample size and shape, then the

basis used for selection does not signify.

In addition to these discouraging possibilities,

there was the issue of the magnetron pulse itself. Here there

was the apparently diminishing probability that the magnetron

could be operated with the AFG circuitry as it had been built.

This could no doubt be remedied by increasing the difference

frequency and bandwidth of the AFC, but this in turn would have

required changing the frequency of the receiver. This latter

was financially impractical.

In the light of these considerations, it was

decided to revise the harmonic generation component of the

measurement system and proceed with a point contact
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semiconductor device, with a klystron source.

6, 1. 2 Klystron Driven Crystal Harmonic Generator

The cross guide configuration of the harmonic

generator or mixer is shown in Figure 42. It is identical in

structure to the harmonic mixer used as the receiver. The

design is given in Figure 43. The input waveguide is RG-98/U;

the crystal is silicon, 0,010" D and 0. 004" thick; the whisker

is 0 0015" tungsten; the output waveguide is RG-139/U. Using

an input of 70 Gc, third and higher harmonics will be transmitted.

There are no techniques currently known for

absolute measurement of low power levels above 200 Gc. This

precludes any positive statement of conversion loss in a

harmonic generator of this type The approximate values,

however, were arrived at by inference from other measurements

which could be undertaken.

Since two of these mixers were available,

the following method was used. With the small waveguide port

terminated, the mixer was calibrated as a detector at 70 Gc.

Then, assuming the law of the crystal would remain the same,

and terminating the larger waveguide port, the mixer was used

as a detector for the output of the harmonic generator. The

figures thus achieved were used as representing power at the

harmonic, and the conversion loss determined. The assumption

made here is not exact. It is, however, the best choice available,

since the precise deterioration of crystal efficiency with

frequency is not known It has been quite well established at

lower frequencies that it is a deterioration, and the resulting

figure should be conservative. This is to say that the direction

of the error is known, but the magnitude is not.

The data taken in one particular junction

made in the harmonic generator are shown in Figure 44. One
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would expect from earlier work 3 8 that the conversion loss to

the third harmonic would be approximately a function of the

square of the input power, whereas the exponent here seems to
1

be closer to 2-. It would seem the prediction made was conser-
2

vative since the "measured" values are conservative. The

limitation was that the power available from the klystron was

+ 12 dbm at the crystal when this data was taken.

This type of measurement could not be made

for the higher harmonics without the inclusion of a high pass

filter in the waveguide. This could introduce even more uncer-

tainty into the measurement, and it was considered impractical

to build these filters solely for this purpose.

The alternative method for arriving at con-

version loss, used for the higher harmonics, involved even

more assumptions. Later discussion will show that the overall

performance of the system will reduce the unknown quantities

effectively to a sum of the harmonic generation conversion loss

plus the harmonic mixing conversion loss (expressed in db).

Neither can be absolutely measured. Any attempt to divide this

sum into its separate parts would necessarily be quite arbitrary

and essentially meaningless.

When using the completed system, it was

found that the whisker-crystal junction which produced optimum

power at the 4th harmonic was not necessarily optimum or even

usable at 5th and 6th. In looking for the best overall dynamic

range for the system, it would be necessary to find a crystal

contact both in the harmonic generator and mixer which were the

best available for the particular harmonic desired. Here, as in

ferrite harmonic generation, one must contend with the "art"

which accompanies the science, though not to the same degree.

Each time a contact is broken in the harmonic generator, and
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the whisker repointed and the crystal cleaned and a new contact

made with probably a different pressure and at a different crystal

location, it becomes impossible to separate the variables and

ascribe improvement or degradation to any one with precision.

A good point in the whisker is desirable, but if the whisker is

to be repointed, all other variables change, and the net observable

effect could be detrimental.

For most of the measurements made, contacts

were made which simultaneously provided usable power at har-

monics 4, 5, and 6 such that only the shorting plungers in the

small guide had to be readjusted if a frequency change was made.

6.2 Harmonic Mixing

The use of harmonic mixing offered many advantages

for the system. Primary among these were the capability of

identifying a specified harmonic, and an increased sensitivity

over crystal video detection, The mixer used had the same

physical configuration as the harmonic generator shown in

Figures 42 and 43.

Proper harmonic mixing requires relatively large

amounts of power applied to the crystal when compared to con-

ventional mixing. This in turn results in a higher crystal noise

ratio, which arises principally from local oscillator noise. The

frequency distribution of this noise is such that it is greatest at

the frequency of the coherent local oscillator signal and decreases

with increasing separation from this coherent output. It has also

been reported ( 3 9 '40) that harmonic generation causes the ratio

of coherent power to noise power to be less at the desired

harmonic than at the fundamental input. These local oscillator

noise sidebands beat with the signal harmonic and produce a sub-

stantial noise input to the IF amplifier. One method of reduction
41

of this noise is operation at a higher frequency . Within the
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limits prescribed by other considerations (see section 6.4),

this was done

When the system was assembled, the mixer IF

impedance was measured with local oscillator drive applied,

and found to be very nearly 250 ohms over the IF range. Since

the amplifier input impedance was 50 ohms, this resulted in a

loss of signal of only 2.6 db. Tuning stubs were tried for better

matching, however, the 100 - 200 Mc range is not ideal for this

technique. In most cases, the stubs were not used.

Some experimentation with output as a function of

crystal bias current was also performed. Here the best output

was achieved by using the self bias resulting from the L 0, drive.

This was generally about 3 ma with the local oscillator power at

about +12 dbm. External bias applied in the forward direction

effected little or no change, and in the reverse direction de-

graded the mixer performance

The original estimates of conversion loss in the mixer

were necessarily based on inference from performance at lower

frequencies, and the generally accepted equivalent circuit of this

point contact type of mixer, The minimum achievable conversion

loss at low frequencies is determined by the action of the local

oscillator on the barrier resistance of the point contact diode.

This minimum conversion loss (Lb) can be determined from the

static current-voltage characteristics of the diode The actual

conversion loss at higher frequencies (Lc ) is larger than this

minimum value due to the deteriorating effect of the barrier

capacity (C b) and the crystal spreading resistance (R ). Theb s

frequency dependence of the actual conversion loss can be ap-

proximated by the equation

(1) Lc = Lb (1 + 4rf CbRs)
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A similar increase in conversion loss occurs for the

harmonic mixing case where f orf LO. For frequencies above

300 Gc, the first term of the previous equation becomes negligible

and Lc 4nfLOCbRsL b where L b is a corresponding value of

minimum conversion loss for the harmonic mixing case. It is

seen then that these quantities will increase with increasing har-

monic number, but the incremental increase between adjacent

harmonics becomes progressively less.

As mentioned earlier, it is not possible in the actual

system to separate this conversion loss from the harmonic gen-

eration conversion loss by measurement. Agreement between

the sum of the predicted losses and the measured sum is quite

reasonable and is given in section 6.5.

6. 3 AFC System

The AFC system used was patterned after that

originally proposed by Pound4 2 with modifications suggested by
43

Johnson . The block diagram is shown in Figure 45.. The

modulated klystron driving the harmonic generator is free running.

The local oscillator for the harmonic mixer was operated c.w.,

and was locked in frequency to the primary source. This is done

by sampling both signals and mixing in a crystal. As can be seen

in the photograph of the system (Figure 48) the two signals were

brought to the crystal through a hybrid tee. The transmitter

signal enters port 1, the H arm; the local oscillator signal enters

port 4, the E arm; the mixer crystal is on port 3, and an

attenuator and shorting plunger on port 2. This was done to pro-

vide maximum isolation between the transmitter signal and the

receiver crystal. With the attenuator and short, one can match

any impedance in the opposite arm. When these were properly

adjusted for the transmitter frequency, the signal coming in the

H arm was down more than 40 db when detected out the E arm.
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This attenuation plus the coupling and directivity of the coupler

furnished adequate isolation for the receiver crystal. Earlier,

a simple tee had been used, and it was found the isolation of the

coupler alone was insufficient to prevent the detection of spurious

signals at the mixer.

With both signals applied to the AFC mixer, the IF

difference frequency, fd' was amplified and applied to a discrim-

inator. A drift in either source, resulting in a difference

frequency other than fd' would result in an error signal from

the discriminator. This error voltage is then converted to an

ac signal by using it to modulate a 5 Mc cw signal. This modu-

lated signal is ac coupled to the reflector circuit where it is then

demodulated by a peak detector and then filtered to extract the

error signal once more. This is then applied to the reflector

of the local oscillator klystron in the proper polarity to restore

the difference frequency to fd"

The circuit diagrams and operating characteristics
14

given in an earlier report were presented when efforts were

being made to lock the local oscillator to the magnetron pulse.

In changing over to the two klystron system, several circuit

component modifications were made. Figures 46 and 47 show

the final schematics incorporating these changes. Diodes FO 829

were added to improve the limiter characteristics. Also, the

discriminator time constant was adjusted to provide a greater

attenuation to the 1 kc signal modulation. The reflector driven

circuit and the reflector filter were also modified to increase

the output swing and to attenuate the 5 Mc chopper signal.

The final measured characteristics of the AFC

system are as follows:
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Input signal for "hard limiting" 10 mv

Center frequency 30 Mc

Discriminator sensitivity 1. 85v/Mc

Discriminator output swing (peak to peak) 10.2 v

D C. Amplifier gain 97

D.C. Amplifier swing 90 v

Amplified sensitivity 178 v/Mc

Klystron sensitivity -l v/Mc

System loop gain 178

Thus an open loop frequency drift of 35 Mc will be degenerated

to approximately 200 kc when the loop is closed.

6.4 Receiver

The criteria used in selection of the receiver amplifier

were octave bandwidth, noise figure on the order of 5 db or less,

and gain of 80 to 100 db. The octave bandwidth insured that at

least three of the harmonics of interest could be used by selecting

an appropriate difference frequency at the fundamental. At the

time of purchase, octave amplifiers with center frequencies

above 150 Mc were only available with low gain and high price.

In the year which has since elapsed, substantial improvements

have been made in both directions and transistorized or tunnel

diode amplifiers are now available which would permit improve-

ment in system sensitivity, or economy. One would now have the

choice of selecting a higher frequency amplifier for the same

investment, thereby improving the receiver noise figure, or

selecting the same 100-ZOO Mc frequency range with considerably

less expense.

For this investigation, however, the 100-200 Mc am-

plifier was somewhat dictated by economy. The fourth, fifth,

and sixth harmonics could readily be included by choosing a 30 Mc

difference frequency for the AFC system. When the amplifier
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was received, the measured bandpass was actually 85 to 205 Mc,

and hence, was also used for third harmonic as another point for

checking the operating predictions of the system.

The amplifier was a conventional tube type, with an

overall gain of 83 db and a noise figure of 5.5 db. It was built on

two chassis in pre-amp and post-amp sections, with 20 db gain

in the first section. This permitted the insertion of filters

between the sections with little effect on the overall noise figure.

Bandpass filters were designed and built at center

frequencies of 120 Mc, 150 Mc and 180 Mc. These were each

10 Mc wide with rejection of greater than 50 db for the undesired

harmonics. Further details and schematics may be found in an
14

earlier report

The overall noise figure of the receiver is a function

of the conversion loss at the harmonic mixer, and hence is an

indeterminant quantity in so far as direct measurement is con-

cerned. It was predicted to be on the order of 50 to 55 db, and

agreement with prediction seems to warrant acceptance of this

as at least a proper order of magnitude figure.

6.5 System Performance

Figure 48 shows the completed waveguide system.

The klystron at the top left of the photograph was used as the

transmitter source, the klystron at left center was the local os-

cillator. The harmonic generator and harmonic mixer are here

butted together, thus reducing the transmission path at the har-

monic to three inches, which is the minimum physically

realizable here. The chassis for the AFC system are in the

center foreground.

The transmitter klystron is followed by an isolator.

In this system where all available power from the klystrons is

desired at the crystals, and essentially no padding is present in
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the waveguide, the use of an isolator is strongly recommended.

Without the isolator, any adjustments made at the mixers would

generally result in a pulling of the klystron frequency due to the

impedance changes seen by the klystron. Such pulling effects were

frequently beyond the hold-in capability of the AFC system. This

was particularly true when new contacts were being made in a

mixer while the system was operating. In any future system

built on these lines, two isolators would be desirable.

For discussion of the overall performance of the

measurement system we define the following symbols:

Amplifier Noise Figure FIF

Crystal Noise Ratio t

Harmonic Mixing Conversion Loss LC(M)

Receiver Noise Figure F* = LC(M)(FIF+ t-l)

Effective Bandwidth Bell= BIF x Bride°

Receiver Sensitivity Sn = F*kTBeff

Power at the Fundamental Pf

Harmonic Generation Conversion LC(G)
Loss

Power at the n t h Harmonic P
n

System Dynamic Range (P - S ) in dbn n

Among these, the measurable quantities are the power

at the fundamental (+12 dbm), the video and IF bandwidths (40

cycles and 10 Mc, respectively), the amplifier noise figure

(5. 5 db), the crystal noise ratio and the system dynamic range,

or signal above noise. The latter two are a function of the

harmonic being used. Expressing each term in db, we have

() Pn Pf C(G)
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and

(3) Sn = F*+kTBeff = LC(M) + (F IF+t-) + kTBeff

hence from (2) and (3)

(4) Pn - S n=Pf - (FIF + t-l) - kTBef f - LC(G) -LC(M)

or

(5) LC(G) + LC(M) = Pf - (FIF + t-l) - kTBef f - (Pn - S )

Here we have the sum of the conversion losses

expressed in terms of measurable quantities. This, however,

is as far as one can go without an absolute measure of the power

at the harmonic.

Using this expression, and the measured values of

crystal noise ratio and dynamic range at the specified harmonic,

one can arrive at the figures in Table III. The predicted values

are there listed beyond the range which was actually checked. It

is felt that the agreement is sufficiently good that these figures

could be used with reasonable confidence in predicting the be-

havior of an extension of the system.

As was pointed out in the section on harmonic genera-

tion, the conversion loss in the transmitter could be improved

significantly by having more power available at the fundamental.

Indeed, at the sixth harmonic, using the relationship that LC(G)

is proportional to (Pf)nl, a 3 db increase in fundamental power

should show up as a 15 db increase in the dynamic range. For

the measurements made here, there was sufficient signal at

420 Gc To extend this above 500 Gc, however, would have re-

quired higher power at the fundamental, and would be desirable

on both the harmonic generator and mixer crystals.
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6.6 Measurements

Inspection of Figure 48 shows one feature of the

measurement system which must always be borne in mind when

a measurement is proposed. This is the fact that there exists

a closed loop of waveguide which must always be maintained.

One could consider this as starting at the hybrid tee and pro-

ceeding in two directions to the mixers where the loop must

again be closed. This is to say that the transmission line for

the harmonic signal cannot be changed without some compensatory

adjustment in the fundamental waveguide length. Since measure-

ments at these frequencies must necessarily be of the insertion

loss type, it is essential that the system not be interrupted in

a fashion which would result in a breaking of the frequency lock

between the klystrons. When such an interruption occurs, and

the AFC loop is readjusted to a lock-in range and closed once

more, there is always the possibility that the original reference

level is no longer valid. In general practice it was found that

the change in the reference level which occurred as a result of

this was less than one db. On occasion, however, it was greater

than this and could then require a frequency adjustment on both

klystrons to return to the original level. This is not surprising,

since the hold-in range of the AFC loop exceeds the lock-in range.

If the open loop frequency drift would have been 20 Mc, without

the AFC (degenerated by the loop to something on the order of

115 kc), then when the loop is opened this separation appears

and one or the other of the klystrons must be adjusted in

frequency either by a change in reflector voltage or in the cavity

tuning, before the lock can be achieved again. This can result

in operation at a different point on the klystron mode with a

resultant change in power on the crystal. When the loop was un-

disturbed, the output power level was usually stable over thirty
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minute periods to -0. 3 db.

Measurements were made on loss in RG-139/U

waveguide which were quite straightforward in procedure. The

measurement was begun with the system as shown in Figure 48.

Then sections of RG-139/U and RG-98/U of equivalent length

could be inserted between the mixers and in the local oscillator

waveguide line, respectively, thus effectively displacing the re-

ceiver mixer crystal to the right, as seen in the photograph. The

insertion loss of the RG-139/U could then be measured. For

several reasons, only short lengths of guide were used. One of
*

these was a comment that a section of this guide had been

measured to have a 5 db loss in a two inch section at 300 Gc. If

this were true, long lengths of guide could have exceeded the

limitations of the system dynamic range. Furthermore, long

lengths of guide inserted in the fundamental line could possibly

change the power level on the local oscillator crystal sufficiently

to affect the measurement. Bends which would have enabled the

forming of a "U" in the harmonic guide to eliminate the latter

objection, were unobtainable. As a result, 4" and 8-1/2" lengths

were made (to correspond to lengths of RG-98/U already available)

The results of the measurements of the two pieces are shown in

Figure 49 expressed on a db/foot basis. The shorter section

showed the higher loss. There is a remote possibility that some

of this could be the result of losses at the joints being suf-

ficiently high that they would affect the extrapolated data. It

seems more likely, however, that the actual variation from

piece to piece in surface finish and corresponding loss is really

as much as is indicated.

-

Private communication with M. de Thomasson of American

Radio Company, Inc.
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The measurement of the oversized and overmoded

waveguide was much more complicated. The test set up is

shown in Figure 50. Since long lengths of line were necessarily

involved here, a "U" of the oversized waveguide was necessitated.

Each of the longer'straight sections are four feet in length; six

of these were made. The bends pictured were made with a 450

miter and were constructed to be interchangeable with two radius

bends which were available. The short section was then made

up to compensate for the displacement in the mixers and also

the different lengths in the bends. The original plan was to

obtain a reference level with just the one small section and the

bends in place. The launching and bend losses would then be

assumed fixed, and the loss per unit length measured by inserting

pairs of the four foot sections, thus obtaining data for lengths of

8, 16 and 24 feet of guide.

The launching technique used was a horn and lens

combination. Pyramidal horns were fabricated for the RG-139/U

waveguide which were designed to have a pattern which would

confine most of the energy within a 1-1/2" x 3" aperture 3" from

the horn apex. The focal length of the quartz lenses was 2.93".

The lenses were attached to the S-band guide. The mixers and

the first S-band guide flanges were then fixed in place such that

the horns would be at the focal point of the lenses. All flanges

on the S-band guide were modified to accept locating dowel pins

to insure proper waveguide alignment.

The optical launching was used since multimode

propagation was desired, but with a preferential launching of

the lowest order modes as indicated in Section 5.

The results of one of the first experiments performed

at 280 Gc are shown in Figure 51. The initial losses of launching,

collecting and the two mitered bends amounted to 10 db. The
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addition of the first lengths indicated an insertion loss in the wave-

guide, but the insertion of the final lengths reversed this trend

indicating a net loss over 24' of only 1/z db. These data were

repeated many times. An investigation was then made at 210 Gc

using crystal video detection thereby providing complete freedom

of adjustment of the detector relative to the lens. It was found

in this fashion that extreme care was required in the axial adjust-

ment of the large waveguide in order to assure maximum signal

at the focus of the lens. That is to say, that misalignment of

the waveguide with respect to the axis of the launching horn

could result in the off axis focusing of the received energy. The

crystal video detector was then used to align the axis of the over-

sized waveguide as closely as possible with the axis of the

transmitting horn, and the receiver mixer could then be fixed in

the proper position for maximum received signal, (The results

of the crystal video detection are also shown in Figure 51.)

With the waveguide thus aligned; the 280 Gc measurement

showed the total losses for launching, collecting, bends and 24'

transmission path of 8-1/Zdb. The measurements at lesser

length, however, continued to show greater losses.

It was then apparent that this beam was extremely

well collimated, and in spite of the path length, most of the

transmission was occurring within the first Rayleigh distance

of the lens aperture. (D Afor 280 Gc with the S-band aperture

is approximately 20 feet ) Over this distance, even if the

waveguide were not present, a simple horn lens arrangement

would show very little transmission path loss. In order to have

more significant data, either the path length had to be increased,

or the Rayleigh distance shortened.

For this reason the lenses were stopped down to

smaller aperture, so that more of the effect of the actual wall
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losses could be seen. Two apertures were made measuring

1-1/2" x 1", and " x 3/4"1. The Rayleigh distances at 350 Gc

were now very nearly 8 feet and 4 feet respectively. Hence

transmission could now be effected over several Rayleigh dis-

tances of the lens aperture where straight optical considerations

would indicate power loss would be proportional to the inverse

square of the distance. The data obtained here are shown in

Figure 52. Here it is seen that with the full aperture (Rayleigh

distance of slightly more than 24 feet) the path loss was barely

detectable. When the apertures were inserted, some anomalous

behavior developed in the intermediate lengths. The high losses

measured over the 16 foot path are obviously not dissipative

losses but apparent losses which must be due to some interference

pattern within the guide. The losses over the entire path would

seem to set an upper limit on dissipative losses of the order of

0. ldb/foot. The observed deviation from this on the other hand

suggest that extreme care must be exercised when optical and

oversized guide techniques are combined. A most interesting

experiment would be one in which the path length of the oversized

guide could be changed in very small increments such that the

existence and behavior of interference patterns, if any, could be

observed. With the modal distribution entirely unknown, this

behavior and existance is now purely speculative. However,

this phenomenon, coupled With the lack of flexibility in the horn-

lens combinations of the transmitter and receiver, seem to

provide the only plausible explanation for observed results.

It should also be noted here that when the radius

bends were inserted in place of the mitered bends, the losses were

extremely high, as was expected. The bends tried had radi

(measured to the centerline) of 3-1/2" and 5-1/4". Both exhibited

losses in excess of 15 db. This type of behavior was predictable
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from a ray tracing basis which indicated that the radius bend

would create a considerable amount of mode conversion to the

higher order modes. These modes not only have higher loss in

linear transmission, but also, if the order is sufficiently high,

they will not be properly focused by the lens. Hence, in the

optical type system used here, such mode conversion shows up

immediately as lost energy.

One fact was clearly demonstrated: the overmoded

guide with optical launching can offer a very significant im-

provement over the purely optical case, and a vast improvement

over standard rectangular guide over moderate distances of tens

of feet where delay distortion is a negligible factor.
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7, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the preceding sections, a variety of possible trans-

mission methods applicable to the submillimeter wavelength

region have been described briefly or in detail. No one method

represents the panacea for submillimeter systems. In all cases

some trade-offs must be made among such desirable features

as low loss transmission, simplicity of construction of the

transmission line and compatible components, power handling

capabilities, lack of frequency limitations, etc. Working

within the constraints thus imposed, however, some recommen-

dations can be made and conclusions formed.

Of the several transmission lines surveyed in Section 2

of this report, it is felt that the three types selected for most

thorough investigation offer the most advantages for general use.

All of them will require further experimental investigation to

determine the precise extent of their limitations.

The trough guide does have some upper frequency limit

of usefulness due to the very small dielectric thickness re-

quired. Now that the launching efficiency has been demonstrated

to be realistically predictable, a program will be required

which would determine with what accuracy and to what limits of

thickness a very thin dielectric surface can be deposited. It is

felt that this program would show this line to be useful to

frequencies on the order of 600 Gc, and possibly higher. The

trough guide offers the advantages of partial shielding, rigidity,

ease of support and low loss transmission. The oversized multi-

moded trough guide has the favorable point that fewer higher

order modes can propagate than in a comparably oversized

circular or rectangular guide. Here again, some experimental

investigation would be required regarding launching into the guide

in such a fashion that preferential mode excitation is assured.
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Another phenomenon not readily predictable in surface wave

structures is the radiation which will result when the field is

perturbed, such as by the presence of a component structure.

The problem will always be that of finding techniques whereby

this effect can be minimized. This will be true regardless of

the surface wave structure used. Any discontinuities arising

from junctions or components must be investigated experimentally

before definitive statements can be made concerning their

practical usage.

Optical techniques using zone plates or lenses have the

obvious advantage of frequency extension up through the visible

region. When Fresnel region propagation is used, low loss can

be realized, and the power capability is excellent. However,

radiation (just as for surface wave structures) or beam distortion

(asymmetry in the transverse plane) may occur as a result of

diffraction, refraction, or reflection effects at components. If

components such as prisms are to be used, and diffraction effects

are to be overcome, these components must at least be large

enough to subtend the entire beam. This either imposes a

limitation on the beamwidth or dictates components of awkward

size. Straight optical methods also have the disadvantage of a

lack of inherent shielding. If shielding is not a problem, this is

no doubt one of the most simply constructed short range trans-

mission lines available.

The lack of adequate electrical and physical shielding is,

of course, a disadvantage common to optical waveguides and most

surface wave structures. Hence there may be undesired coupling

between transmission lines, and pressurization or protection

from weather may be difficult. If necessary, artifical shielding

can be provided by enclosing the line or waveguide with an

absorbent non-reflecting cover at a location where the field
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components have decayed to negligible values. Such shields

have been used successfully in several earlier investigations of

open-type waveguides.

The oversized rectangular guide incorporates the advantages

of a simple and readily available structure, good shielding, low

loss and good power capacity. It introduces its own problem of

distortion. As was pointed out there exist combinations of

modulation frequency and distance traveled within which this

problem becomes negligible, however. Once more, an experi-

mental study on launching in preferential modal distributions is

certainly desirable. Also, if quasi-optical components such as

double prism attenuators and couplers are to be used within the

guide, their effects on this modal distribution are not readily

calculable.

Some recommendations have been given in the text con-

cerning the types of components which afford the most promise

for use in conjunction with the transmission lines. A notable

exception is that of detectors. It has been tacitly assumed that

the detectors, like the sources, would be built with conventional

waveguide of the shortest possible length, since at the present

state of the art these are necessarily small devices having

dimensions on the order of a wavelength. There exist area

detectors of the thermal variety; however, their response time

precludes their use with high modulating frequencies. The Golay

cell, for example, when air filled has a time constant of

approximately three milliseconds, and when helium filled this

can be reduced (with some sacrifice of sensitivity) to 600 micro-

seconds. Until there is significant improvement made in detectors

of this type, the superheterodyne receiver employing a mixer

diode in dominant mode waveguide remains the best available

detection method. This, however, is essentially the only
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component for which standard waveguide packaging can be

recommended. The optical and quasi-optical components seem

to be the most plausible for extension to still shorter wavelengths.

A measurement system was designed for frequencies as

high as 420 Gc. This system was completed and data taken

successfully at 210, 280, 350, and 420 Gc. If similar systems

are to be built in the future, it is recommended that the same

general principles be applied. Some modifications could be made

which would improve sensitivity and general performance, but

still adhere to the original concepts. One such modification

which is recommended is operation at a higher IF. There exist

traveling wave tubes and other low-noise amplifiers which could

be used to provide a receiver IF of 250 to 750 Mc. This would

permit operation with a 70 Mc difference frequency at the funda-

mental and include in the receiver bandwidth harmonics four

through ten. Coaxial bandpass filters (readily available com-

mercially) could be used for harmonic selection. A higher IF

would also reduce the effects of local oscillator noise contribu-

tions to the mixer noise figure, thus improving sensitivity.

The use of higher frequency signal sources for the local

oscillator and the transmitter would also improve the receiver

sensitivity and the system dynamic range. Klystrons having tens

of milliwatts of power have recently become available at frequencies

as high as 140 Gc. Carcinotrons have also become available,

and can provide about a watt of power at 140 Gc and tens of milli-

watts of power at selected frequencies as high as 330 Gc. The

carcinotrons are admittedly quite expensive, but the higher

frequency klystrons are only moderately more expensive than

the 70 Gc klystrons that were purchased for this program. A

compromise system of moderate cost and improved dynamic

range could be built for operation at 280 and 420 Gc by the use of
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140 Gc klystrons for harmonic mixing and harmonic generation.

It is also quite possible that a similar system could be

improved by use of a different mixer design. There was no

certainty here that the harmonic mixer and generator which were

designed and used represent the optimum, although their per-

formance is essentially as good as predicted. However a separate

program for study of mixer and detector designs for submillimeter

use is certainly recommended.

In summary, the measurement system has been shown to be

practicable, with good dynamic range, and to have potential for

further improvement. Systems of this type can be readily used

at frequencies to about 400 Gc for a wide variety of applications,

including, for example, the measurement of atmospheric

attenuation and the general development of short-millimeter wave

components.
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